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EUROPE 1992 INTERDEPARTMENTAL WORKING GROUP REPORTS 

This  report is one in a series of publications dealing with the European Single Market being 
released by the Government Of Canada  it reflects  the  research and analySis of one Of the 

 Government's interdepartmental working groups, established at the request of the Department of 
External Affairs and International Trade, to assess the legiSlation put into place by the European 
Community to complete its internal market. 

The working groups have been asked to analyze the EC legislation pertaining to their area of 
expertise and assesS the patentiai impact that this legislation and the changes that it might induce 
will have on the  Canadian economy. To complete this  tas k,  they have been working in 
consultatiOn with the Sectoral Advisory Groups on International Trade and with industry 

, associations. 

The working groupie- reports do not represent the final position of the Canadian Governnient, 
They'are working documents published  to  facilitate Government's consultation with the provinces 
and the private sector and to disseminate technical information on the European  Single Market  
their purpose is Io assist Canadian businesses in preparing their oWn reSponses  10 the  challenge of 
1992 .  

In addition to the working group reports, the Department of External Affairs and International 
Trade has commissioned consultants' studies on the implications of the European Single Market, 
The first study, on the impact of 1992 on Europe, was released in April 19 89; the second study, 
on the impact of 1992 on specific Sectors of the Canadian economy, are being released in stages, 
starting December 1989, 

For further  information „ please  contact  (613) 996-27P. For more copies of this or other working 
Group Reports, please contact 1-800-267-8376. 
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Part I  

Introduction and.Background  

The , term "Common Market" has been common lexicon to 
describe the EC since the signing of the Rome Treaty in 1956 
that created the European Economic Community. 1  Nevertheless, 
barriers to the free movement within the EC of people, goods, 
services and capital have persisted. In 1985, the EC adopted a 
White  Paper program on "Completing the Internal Market". This, 
in turn, led to the passage in 1987 of the "EC Single Act" and 
put in train a series of legislative proposals (Directives and 
Regulations) to be enacted by the end of 1992. The objectivés 
cf the program are to eliminate all physical, technical and 
fiscal barriers to the free circulation of people, goods, 
services and capital within the EC-12. The  EC has a population 
of 324 million and is widely recognized as the world's largest 
trading bloc. 

In late 1988, a Minerals and Metals Working Group was 
established as one of 16 groups to examine the sectoral and 
institutional implications of "Europe 19,92" on trade and 
economic relations with Canada. The Minerals and Metals 
Working Group included representatives from Energy, Mines and 
Resources (serving as chair), External Affairs (serving as 
deputy-chair), Industry, Science and Technology and Indian and 
Northern Affairs. This report presents an overview of Canada-
EC trade and investment links and problems in the Minerals and 
Metals Sector (Parts II to IV and Appendices I to III) and 
assesses  the impact of Europe  1 992 (Parts V and VI). 

The Working Group relied heavily on the collective in-
house expertise of commodity, marketing and trade problems and 
on an array of written  reports and documents generally avail-
able from Canadian and EC sources. The Working Group had 
access to the approximately 300 measures (i .e. draft Directives 
or proposals) contemplated in the Europe 1992 program. living 
determined that only a few dealt directly with minerals and 
metals, the Working Group examined numerous Ec Directives 
implemented over the past decade or that are in the legislative 
process. In fact, most of the Directives examined by the 
Working Group have emerged in the normal course of EC 
legislative processes. 

1 EC is the short form for European Communities, which in a 
geographic sense includes its 12 member states (Belgium, Denmark, 
France, Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom) 
and in an institutional sense embraces the European Coal and 
Steel Community (ECSC), the European Economic Community (EEC) and 
the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom). 
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To some extent, the working Group had access to the 
preliminary findings of other Working Groups. For example, the 
Standards Working Group, which focused on the mutual recogni-
tion of standards as one Cf the key elements of the Europe 1992 
program, noted that ideally this Meant that any Canadian 
product meeting the requirements of any one Member State would 
be marketable throughout the EC. The Competition and Company 
Law Working Group focused on the BC's,proposed merger and joint 
venture regulations, public procurement,  the securities market 
and company law. The problem of Member State ails is closely 
related to th,is policy area  The findings of these two Working 
GrouPs and the eventual outcome of the Europe 1992 program in 
the  two areas will be relevant to this report. Indeed', the 
reader will find evidence in this report that progress on those 
two fronts is crucial to achieving: (a) ready access  ta 

 mineral and metal markets,in the EC-12 via one Member State; 
and (b) full inter-product and inter-Member State Competition. 
Both are fundamental to the functioning of a common market. 

It is Worth noting that the Working Group eXamined the 
Eurododes for construction materials insbfar as they relate to 
mineral-based prodUcts. Most of the Eurocode details are 
really specifications of commercially accepted engineering 
design criteria and follow the norms of doing business. Their 
subsidiary documents, product standards and tastes are the more 
important determinants of trade. In this regard, European 
importers buying from Canada' would communicate the nedessary 
specifications to meet EC standards. The proCess of setting 
specifications and standards requires constant monitoring. 

The reader will find that this report dwel/s on 
problems and issues rather than on opportunities -for Canadian 
industry expected to arise from the EC's drive to complete the 
interna/ market. At the macroeconomic level, most economist's 
are predicting a significant boost to the ECIs GDP as the 
common market develops more fully. A higher GDP will be 
Conducive to investment and trade (already rising or higher 
than usual rates), which should provide opportunities for 
Canadian exporters as well as for Canadian companies with 
facilities in the EC. 

The Working Group has been quite conscious that the 
Europe 1992 program is about change, Some of the changes will 
be in response to legislative action while others will'arise 
from new opportunities manifested on many fronts. Some of the 
changes already under way centre on corporate restructuring 
(including privatization) and Industrial restrUdtUring; these 
types of changes are not  addressed in this analysis. 

This report clearly has limitations. The Commission 
of EC is halfway through its legislative program and it will 
take years to implement many of the mea-sure  s and even longer to 
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assess their full impact. Hence, there will be a continuing 
need at both the public and private sector levels to monitor 
developments in the EC, not only within the Europe 1992 
program, but also in its external relations, notably the 
multilateral trade negotiations. 
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Part II  

Canada-EC Economic Links in Minerals and Metals  

Canada and certain EC Member States have a long 
economic history, frequently linked to ancestral ties. The 
economic linkages can be grouped into three broad categories - 
trade, investment, and technology and know how (including the 
movement of labour). This part dwells on trade and investment 
in recent times, insofar as they relate to the minerals and 
metals sector. 

Trade  

Canada's mineral and metal exports to the EC in 1988 
amounted to $3.0 billion representing about 12 percent of this 
country's total mineral and metal exports. Canada's imports 
from the EC were $1.7 billion (see Table 1). 

In the post-war years, EC Member States, in 
particular the United Kingdom, were Canada's second largest 
market for minerals and metals, after the United States. In 
absolute terms, Canada's exports to the EC have not declined, 
but in relative terms, they have fallen from the 30 percent 
range to 12 percent as markets in the Pacific Rim have opened 
up. Japan is now Canada's . second largest market for minerals 
and metals. 

Despite its high dependency on raw material imports, 
Canada is not a particularly large player in EC mineral and 
metal markets (see Table 2). If diamonds, gold and steel 
products are included, Canada ranks as the fourth most 
important supplier of minerals and metals to the EC, after the 
United States, Australia and South Africa. As a group, the 
EFTA countries supply almost as much minerals and metals to the 
Ec as Canada, albeit some of the nickel from Norway has its 
origin in this country. Canada's share of the EC's mineral and 
metal imports is estimated to be 8 percent. 

As illustrated in Table 1, Canada's major mineral and 
metal exports to the EC are: asbestos, iron ore, titanium 
slag, gold, copper, nickel, aluminum, lead, zinc and uranium. 
(See Appendix I for detail). For most minerals and metals, the 
level of Canada's exports to the EC rose quite sharply in the 
1960s and early 1970s but then remained fairly constant over 
the past 15 years; exceptions are asbestos and aluminum which 
have dropped steadily, and gold which rose sharply in 1987\88. 
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Table I 

Canada-NC  Trade in Minerais and Metals:, 1988 

Canada's Emports to EC. 

HS'Code 	Product 

Canada's Imports from  BC  

HS Code Product $000 $000 

Nonmetallic minerals 
Metallic  ores and  conc. 
Coke 
Metals 
Articles of stone, etc. 
Other ceramic products 
Diamonds 
Precious metals, etc. 
Pig iron, ferroalleys., 
etc. 
Iron and steel 
Iron and steel articles 
Copper (mainly wrought) 
Nickel (mainly, wreught) 

2503 
2524 

2601 
260 
2608 
2616 
2618 
26 
2/01 
280470 , 
2844 
28 
3104 
68 
69 
7108 
71 
7201 
7 202 

 7204-05 

7206-29 
73 
740106.  
7407-19 
7501-04 

-7505-08 
7604-03 
7604-16. 
78 
79. 
80-81 

Sulphe 
AàbestOs 
Other .  nonmetallics' 
Iron ore 
Copper Conc. 
Zinc conc. 
Precious ,  metal cone. 
Slag . from iron 
Other Metallic ores 
Co al  
Phoàphorus 
Uranium - 
étherietals 
Potash 
Articles of -stone, etc. 
Urged productS 
'Gold 
Other precious metal* 
Pig iron 
Ferroalloys 
IrOn and steel scrap, 
etc... 
Iran and %tee 
I1.'011 and steel articles 
COPper, anweought 
Copper, wrought 

ummought 
glee, wrought 
Alominum, uovrOught 
Aluminum, wrought 
Lead (mainly bullion) 
Zinc (menly uteenbaight) 
Otter metala 

TOTAL 

43 497 
105 360 
15 199 

430 685 
TI 012 

291 743 
147 512 
133 656 
120 786 
95 557 
41 103 
ISO 998 
10 474 
58 356 
12 997 
2 475 

107 935 
54 739 
48 417 
1 586 

32 752 

46 851 
45 052 
218 209 
13 830 

242 344 
6 986 

216 125 
/2 507 
55 402 
46 303 
21 972 

2 952 420 

25 
26 
2704 
28 
68 
69 
7102 
71 
7201-05 

7206-29 
73 
74 
75 
76 	Aluminum (mainly 

wrought 
78 	Lead 
79 	Zinc 
80-81 	Other metals 

TOTAL  

28 881 
41 014 
12 0 ) 3 

705 
92 010 

209 973 
93 430 
15 032 
22 269 

685 763 
305 374 
47 043 
14 915 
136 395 

602 
3 651 
14 378 

1 723 400 

Source: Statistics Canada. 
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Minerals and Hexals: EC Import Népendency> Shoving Proportion of Impairts frOm Canada, 1375-83

'Import
.Aepend4nçy 1975 1976 1977 1378 1.979 1986 1981 1982 19.83
1982

{Percentàges}

Aluminum 72 - - - - ^ - - - -
Copper 99 8.5 8:4 7.9 7..5 5. 5 7.7 8.."3 7.0
Leâd 9i 15.3 14.0 16,-.8 13.6 15.3 1-3:5 13.9 17.2 1f.7
Ni°ctkel 96 42.7 34 :7 38 2 23-7 19.3 20:.5 23.14 13.0 18.3
Zinc 75 40.6 34..5 39:8 37_5 38..7 3.2.4 34.3 39.6 41.2
Irori Ore 94 §. -'0 10:19' 10.5 8.2 12:9 12.=4 12.5 12. 4 11.2
Mangane Se 9.9
Chr.amium 98 - - - - - - ^ - -
Cobalt 100 3.8 4^2.* 5.5 4.2 .. . .. .
Molybdenum 100 26.6 20.3 20..9 17.7 16.4 16.7 29.0 29.2 71.3
Niobium 100 . . . . ^^ . ^ 18.3 19-12. 15.4 7 19.1
Tantaa.um 100. - - - - - - - 3.7 -
Tin 92 - - - - - - -
Tùngs t eh 83.. 3.7. 7.5. 4-1., 9.5 119" 4.:0 6.6 .4. 3 ...
Varradiùm 10.0 - -
Antimany 97. .. 5.4 4.2 2t5 .. . .. .. .

Piercury 86 - - - -

Titanivm 100 9.5 24`.5 24.7 26.9 14.8 11.3 31.7 30,.9: 29.3
Zirconium. 100.

Raw ^lat^:r^la^l, Ealânce Sheets, 147.5-78 and 1°]7^^3-8 ^^o^rce: Eurosxat: EC
Ndt available, or- not çompaxàble; ^- Nil or insignificant in relation to total imports: In the case, of

aluminum,. Canadas "po.r.ts to the RC.are fairly large in absolu:te terms,, but pale in relation to total imports,



Canadian Investment 	..EC  Investment 
in EC 	 in Canada  

($ millions at Book Value) 
Year 
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The bulk of Canada's mineral and metal imports from 
the Ed comprise iron and steel products and, to a lesser 
extent, Ceramics ,and stone products, as well as nonferrous 
metals in wrought forms. 

Investffient  

European financiers have long considered Canada to be 
a stable and profitable country for investments. An important 
proportion of the funds that they have invested in Canada have 
been earmarked for mineral and metal ventures (see Table 3). 
European interest in Canadian uranium has gone through two 
cycles: United Yingdom investment in mines in the Elliot Lake 
district of Ontario in the 1950s and Federal Republic of 
Germany and French investment in Saskatchewan in the l970s and 
1980s. Europeans have also invested in Canadian iron ore 
mines, nonferrous metals and potash. 

Canadian investments in EC mining and smelting for 
the most part consist of Inco's nickel and copper processing 
facilities in England and Wales; Cominco's lead- zinc mines in 
Spain and Alcan's bauxite operations in southern France. 

TABLE 3 

Canada and EC: Direct Investment in Mining and Smelting' 

1976 	 107 	 600 
1977 	 119 	 691 
1978 	 109 	 823 
1979 	 176 	 925 
1280 	 114, 	 88.3 
1981 	 107 	 1 097 
1962 	 106_ 	 1 16.0 
1983 	 89 	 1 141 
1984 	 7 6 	 951 
1985 	 106 	 1 170 

Source 	Statistios Canada. 
1 Excludes aluminum smelting, which in more recent years has 
Witnessed considerable Eiaropeah investment in Canada. 



In real terms, the book value of Canadian investment 
in EC mining and smelting has declined by'one half from 1976 to 
1985- In the same period, EC investment in Canada rose 
slightly. Since 1985, there tas been considerable inflow Of EC 
investment into the Canadian minerals and metals sector (net 
inflows of $133 million in 1986 and $324 million in 1987), much 
of which can be attributed to corporate restructuring ..  In 
addition, the past couple of years have witnessed heavy 
investments from France for aluminum smelting in Quebec 
(aluminum smelting is excluded from the above numerical data). 
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Part II I

Overyi ew of Tradition a l. Trade and Investme nt Barriers

T.6day' s pattern af Canada=EC trlde and investmen t
fJ.nws in the rnirzerals and metEils sector have their roots in
Canada-EC Member State h'istorical 1i-nkages and in the avolution
of "the common market" and its institutions . Th6 same dan be
said about barriers to trade and invet-stment . The founding
treaty =the European Coal and Steel Communityf 19 5 1 - was
intenéled to, safequard the well-being of those two basic
industries within the init'ial F~-6 and it the, origin of the
diffi:c~ilties o f industrial polïcy that have résulted in the
massive sul~sï~ies doled out to EC coal and- steel producers 6y
Member State 4avernments in the 1970s .ànd.198.Os .

Tariffs

The second treaty - the European Economic Community,
1956 - establislned the basis for remavi-ng the EC-61s internal
ta.riffs and creating a c6mmon. exterrïal tziriff . The structure
and lével of external tariffs for minerals and Metals re-flected
a hetero,ge-nous mirc of Europe's traditional import depenéiency
for raw materials and the existence o f largib~ prace~ssing
industries, such as nonferrous smelting and refiningr ïn
ceztain Menrnber States . To gerieralize, the structure o f the
EC's external tariff allowed for duty-free entry of-raw
materi.,j1s {gOnerally defined as ores and concentrates) and for
escalating levels of duties according to the degree o f
proçf~ss,ing and f:a~kiricatifig . SaVleral rounds of muYtïlàteral
trade negotiations during the 1960s and 197Os have reduc.eçl E C,
tariffs to developed coUntry narms but tax'iff, structures rem-a

.
in

unchanged . For example, in 1954 the Canadian delegation to a
CATT Working Party on Noriferrous Metals demonstrated that the
EC14-, tariff palicy of allowing duty-free : i~ntry of zinc
concentrates and applying-a 3 .5 p(~rcent tariff on unwrought
zinc afforded the'. zinr- refining industry an effective rate of
protection equivalent to 9 .1 percent .

Another aspect of the EC's e .xternal tarxff polxcy
insofar as it impacts upv.n Canada centres on tariff
pre.ferences.. EC tariff preferences are granted to two types of
countries - the EFTA trading partners and the developing
countries under the reneralizéd System of Tariff Preferences .
The latter began to take shape in the 1960's coincident with a
braaden,ing EC policy thrust to source more raw materials from
Third World cvuntrie,,~ . This policy took on new momentum. with
the19?4 signing of the Yaoundd Convention and the subsequ4mt
.Lomë Conventiohs . The EF`TA tariff gref(~renc .es began' in the
1976s and reached maturity in the early 198{}s when tariffs on
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all industrial products traded between the EC and EFTA 
countries were,eliminated. 

Non-tarifUMeasures  

In some sectors, non-tariff mesures (brÉMs) as 
defined in à GATT sense are quite widespread in the EC in some 
sectors but less so in the minerals and metals sector, 
_especially in the unprocessed forms. The EC has a number of 
tariff quotas for certain mineral products, and in the past ten 
years or so, Canadian steel product exporters have' encountered 
problems in obtaining import permits authorized under the 
Davignon Plan. Perhaps the most seriouS NTms t-0  emerge  in 
recent years centre on health, safety, environmental, and 
marketing and use regulations, such as those for asbestos. 
Certain measures adopted by the EC in the purported interest of 
protecting workers and consumers have emerged as barriers to 
trade. 

Subsidies  

The EC's common agricultural policy with its inherent 
producer subsidies and export restitutions has received a great 
deal of attention in recent trade negotiations, but subsidy 
practices in the EC are also quite widespread in various 
industrial sectors. In fact, on an international product price 
basis, perhaps the highest levels of subsidization in the world 
are found in the EC's coal and steel sector. For example, - in 
Belgium (albeit a small producer) Member State aids for 
domestic coal production in 1967 exceeded world prices br5 -6 

fold. In  West Germany, which ranks as a large coal prodUcer, 
the degree -of, subsidization exceeds 100 percent. 

The problem of Member State aids:became a very 
contentious,issue during the early 1980s when the Commission of 
the EC tried to restructure and rationalize the aging steel 
industry centered in its industrial heartland, stretching from 
northern France eastward into West Germany, and in certain 
parts of Italy and the United Kingdom. 

Member State subsidies have also •een ektended to 
other industries, such  as aluminUm,smelting and tin mining. 

Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices 

Over the years, European industries had a history of 
monopolies, market management, controls and other forms of 
restrictive trade practices. State ownership and its alleged 
inherent subsidization has also been quite commonplace. The 
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minerals and metals industry was no exception. Potash cartels 
alreadY existed in Europe in the 19th century. Today the 
potash industries in France, West Germany and partly in Spain 
are controlled and operated by single organizations - state 
organizations in the case of France and partly in Spain. In 
France, the state-owned firm not only enjoys a production 
monopoly, but also is that country's sole distributor and 
vendor of potash. In the United Kingdom, the state-owned 
British Coal Corporation has an exclusive arrangement with the 
Central Electricity Generating Board for the sale of coal. In 
several Member States, the steel industries are virtual 
monopolies, some of them being state-owned. State ownership, 
monopoly or monopolistic tendencies are common in other areas 
of the EC minerals and metals sector. 

Investment  

There are really no artificial barriers to bilateral 
investment between Canada and the EC in the minerals and metals 
sector; nor are there any instruments that actively promote 
investment. Article 54 of the ECSC Treaty provideS for the 
High Authority to grant loans for coal and iron ore mining, as 
well as for other steelmaking raw materials Although the 
initial focus was on - mining in the EC, in the 1970s • a few loans 
were made available for EC-based companies to develop coal and 
iron ore supplies from abroad. One such small loan came to 
Canada. The boldest and largest- Article 54 loan abroad went to 
the Carajas iron ore project in Brazil. 

In a somewhat similar manner, another EC instrument - 
the European Investment Bank (EIB) created in 1958 - was 
eventually authorized to make loans abroad. By 1979, one-sixth 
of EIB loans outstanding, had been made to producers outside 
the EC, many in the primary sectors. Few, if any, made their 
way to Canada's minerals and metals sector. 

For a number of years, EC businessmen complained 
about Canada's Foreign InVestment Review Agency. HoweVer, 
there is no recorded evidence to suggest that the Agency ever 
inhibited proposed EC investment in Canada's minerals and 
metals sector. 
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Part IV  

dverview  of  Commodity Issues  

This part provides an overview of issues-and problems 
for the leading minerals and metals traded between Canada and 
the EC. It is primarily intended to flag topics that courd be 
affected by the harmonizaticin of EC and Member States' 
directives and regulations. Details of the directives and 
regulations deemed  ta  have, or likely to have, the strongest 
impact on bilateral trade and commercial relations are 
presented ,and analysed in Part V. 

Asbestos 

After Asia, Europe is Canadas second largest market 
for asbestos fibres accounting for 23.6 percent of export 
volume and 28 percent of export 'value in 1987. Most of thls 
fibre goes to the EC, which is an extremely valuable market for 
Canada. 

During the late 1970s and early.  1980s, the Commission 
of the EC spearheaded internal discussions and implemented 
Directives that recognize: (1) there are no undue health riske 
at low levels of exposure to asbestos; (2) Asbestos is onlY an 
occupational health hazard and not an environmental hazard; 
( 3 ) fibre types should be differentiated; and (4) it is 
technically possible to achieve and sustain low fibre levels in 
the workplace. However, this situation could change for 
several reasons. 

Most importantly, the entire asbestos and health 
issue may -again come under review as a resUlt of the 
harmonization of directives and regulations for Europe 1992. 

In 1986, Denmark banned the use of asbestos friction 
materials. This ban Contravenes the EC  position and 
Directives, and the Commission of the Ec has since filed 
documents challenging Denmark in the European Court of Justice ,  
in Strasbourg. The Canadian government, a/ong with industry is 
examining the current regulations-in Denmark, (as well as those 
in Finland, Sweden and Austria) to see if there has been any 
impact on Canadian trade, and to ascertain if Canada should 
commence action under the Technical Barrier to Trade clause of 
the GATT.  

The Federal Republic of Germany is considering 
reclassifying asbestos froM a Class II to a Class I carcinogen. 
Since a Class I classification calls for zero exposure to 
asbestos fibres, this in effect would be a defacto ban on the 
importation, sale, and use of asbestos and asbestos products. 
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The ti.r.opeans are still examining the best 
methodology for a fibre fixity test. Asbestos cement materials 
are currently exempt from this test, but could change and 
become another barrier with negative repercussions on trade in 
asbestos. 

Su/phur  

Canada is the world's largest  exporter  of elemental 
sulphur (recovered mainly from sour natural gas  in  western 
Canada). .Although theEC'has never been a› large market for 
Canadian sulphur and sales have been declining, exports during 
the past few yearS have averaged about 650 000 tonnes falling . 

 to 352 000 tOnnes in 1988. with most going to _Be/giuM-and 
France. 

In Canada, (as well as in the United States and 
Australia), liquid  sulphur falls under legislation governing 
controlled substances. The legislation calls for extensive 
procedures and elaborate documentation on health and handling 
hazards when marketing these substances. In Canada, since the 
November 1988 impleffientation of the Workplace Hazardous 
Materials Information System, all sulphur  sales require 
documents concerning handling and transportation. 

It is anticipated that similar procedures may be put 
in place in the EC and, consequently, augment the paper-burden 
associated with sulphur sales. The Canadian sulphur industry 
is also concerned about the possible extension of such 
legislation to solid sulphur, which is the form in which 
offshore sales are made. Canadian suppliers would appreciate 
standardized, but not exhaustive, measures within the EC. 

Uranium  

Supply and Oemand 

The EC Member States generate approximately one-third 
of their electricity from nuclear power. EC uranium require-
ments are approximately 15 000 tonnes U per year, about 36 
percent  of the total western world requirements. Two-fifths of 
the EC's uranium reàuirements are supplied by French-owned 
mines in France, Gabon, and Niger and about one-fifth from 
Canada. Most of the remainder  tomes  from Australia, South 
Africa, Namibia, and the United States. Small quantities are 

. supplied by China and by man domestic producers in EC Member 
States other than France. 
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Over the past four years, EC Member States have taken 
delivery of about 30 percent of Canada's total uranium exports. 
This portion of Canadian uranium trade is valued at about $300 
million annually. Canadian forward delivery commitments in 
existing contracts with EC utilities total some 15 000 
tonnes U. Each EC utility negotiates its own uranium 
procurement contracts, but the Euratom Supply Agency performs a 
review and approval function after the contracts have been 
finalized. 

EC firms headquartered in Member States control 
a/most 40 percent cf Canadaes uranium production and are 
financing half of the ongoing uranium exploration in Canada. 

Canada/EC uranium relations are generally very good. 
Canada is looked upon as a reliable supplier, as exemplified by 
the large capital investments in the Canadian uranium industry. 
It is unlikely that the removal of trade barriers within the EC 
will impact on bilateral trade and investment in uranium. 

Trade Issue 

(a) Nuclear Non-Proliferation: A disruption in uranium trade, 
between canada and the EC countries occurred in 1977 after 
Canada had strengthened its non-proliferation requirements  ta 

 include the signing of a more rigorous bilateral nuclear 
cooperation agreeMent. The EC refused to accept certain 
details  of the agreement, and after a long period of 
negotiation, Canada placed an embargo on further uranium 
shipments to the -EC. This situation was , resolved in 1978 after 
a compromise was reached, but the memory of the Canadian 
embargo often remains in the background during discussion of 
other issues. 

There are two other trade issues that have led to 
minor disagreements in the past. Although they have never 
resulted in any significant trade dispute, both issues need to 
be recognized: 

(b) Obligation Transfers: Canadian uranium.exported to the EC 
comes under the coverage of the non-proliferation and 
safeguards obligations of the Canada/Euratom Nuclear 
Cooperation Agreement. Because of the international nature of 
the uranium market, uranium often crosses the oceans of the 
world in opposite directions. In order to avoid the costs of 
duplicate shipments'in opposite directions, it is sometimes 
possible  to,arrange a transfer (i.e  an exchange) of the 
associated non-proliferation obligations. The end result of 
such an obligation transfer is identical to the end result of 
actually shipping the two lots of uranium. 
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.

Since their decYaratian of an embargo On. uranium from
southern Africa, both. the United States and Canhda - have been
concerned that obligation transfers (OT"s) could be used to
"laund6r" such uranium, and have insisted on a case-by-^a.ge
approval of-proposed OT's, plus assurance that the involved
uranium cïïd not ar_iginat^ in southern Africa. The utilities
ànd fuel-services companies in EC ctiuntries do not keep track
of "vrigin" because they cvnsï.der origin to. be a politi-cal..
issue, not a non-proliferatian or saf.eguardi^ issue. The E.C
objects to proliferation controls to achievo- political
objectives. This diffax-enceof opinion is likely to pers:ist.
for sorrte time, and will continue-to haxnper the approval of
propos:ed obligation tra•nsfers.

(c) ca'nad,a" s Uranium Further Precossing Polir-y: In the past,
the EC has cammented. on, but not ra.isècl strong objections to
Canadats further processing poliny for urarriumr which rsquires
Canadian uranium to be proçessed to the maximun extent posoabXe
prior to export.. However, now that. the Canada-U.S. Free Trade.
Agreement is in place, the Zuropean converters {Comurhpx in
Firance and BNFL in Great Britain) may initiate a protest
against this p6licy on the grounds that it is an export
restriction 6ontrary to the GATT. The European utïl.ities would-
likely support the prqtpst by claiming that this .pplicy
restritts the.ir optipns and limits, competitïpn.

C^Lnada holds the.'position that the Euro.pean
conversion market is not a fre4^ and open market.bepause
European utilities (primarily government-owned) prefer to •award
their conversion business to th.e two government-owned Europe-an
c.onverteks. Without the-palicyr the Canadian converter
(^ameèo) could lose a siq.nificant portion of its -conversion
business to-th.0, FuropeanObnver-ters, even though - it i s
^ommerciali-y competitive.

Coal

Canadian coal began penetrating EC'markets in the
mid-1970s-, in 1987, exports amounted ta "1 395 000 tonn'p-s..
Alttiaugh the EC is not viewed as a large outlet for Canadian
coal, BC coal autput is being sustained at uneconomically high
leve].i^ througln subsicli.es, thoreüy inhibiting imports that could
be supplieâ:ftom abroàd.

:Under the authority-of the ECSC Treaty, (see
Commission Dea-is:ion No. 2064f8^.fECSC of Jurïe 1986) the
Commission of the:, Ed authorizes the governmeInts of its coaX
producing Member States to provide assistance as follows:
(1) deficit grant aiâs-; (2) sales- aids; (3) investment aid;.
(4) empl , dyment (underground staff) aid; and (5) inherent
liabilities aid for industry °restrructurirtg.
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The Commissio.r, has approveâ, the following state aids
for the. coal industry :

Country Avoroval Data Amount
{Millions}

Belgium- April 7, 1967 BF 15 58-8.6

France April 7, :1987 FF 2 970.0
Mkrch 2.1, 1988 FF 1 747..'0

Fed^fal Républic ,7ulY 31, 19-R7 DM 7. '178..0-
of Ge,xmars]r- (FRG) Decombex' 22, 19$7 DM 4 14:7:0

Spain JulY 31, 1987 P-tas *46 598.2.,
September 8, 1988 Ptas^59 7$4.3

United Ki.ngdom, April 20, 198.8

The 6bove data, which for. Federal Republic of Germany
in 1987 represents. a subsidy of about US$53 a tonne, tells onl.y
part of the story. Other estinnates indicate that the

.product.ion subsidy equivalents for coal in Federal RepubliQ.o,f
Ger.many in 1987 were US$1100 a tonne,'represén'ting àhout
two,-thirels the cost of qeli:^ri^red domestic, coal and .ahput_ 23'0
percent bf worlcï coal prides.

Procurement arrangements between coal praducers a.rid.
consumers {mainly public utilities) in the Federal Reptiblie of
Germany and Unitnd'I{ingdom for the most part exclude iirkpvrta'.
Moreover., Federal Republic of Germany appli.es import quptas.
which stipulate. the proport,ions of damestio and imported co, 4l
for each power generatihg :station. ThO_sâ matters ar+e furthé'r
exâmined in the next pArt.

Cappcar

Canada exporta copper to the EÇ in the-form of
concentrates, scrap and refined metal;-ail enter duty free:
Same Cana, dian copper smelters relyf in part, bn 'imported copper
cancentrat°es and scrap for, feed^tocks.

The EC s6vereIÿ r(^striçts the éxport of coppex' and.
coppe.r al:l^^ sc^ap. C^na-d=ïan compar^ies have looked at
importing scrap from Euro I per but 'the. limitations imposed by the
EC in the fcvrm.af quotas are a serious barrier. Canada
regularly imports scrap from North American sourc4^s . The. .effect
of restrïcting the EC-exports is to make scrap mare expensive
o+,itside the. EC (or cn^eaper insIde th*e° EC) , as wcir1d meta.l
priçes•are generally equal.
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The U .S . Copper and Brass Fabricators filed a 301
Trade Action against the EC export quotas and the U .S .
government has since appealed for a GATT Panel ruling on these
trade restrictions .

Portugal has received financing from one of the
EC-level development funds for development of the Neves Corvo
copper mine and mill, partly owned by RTZ Corporation p1c .

Lead

Canada is a large producer and exporter of lead,
mainly in the form of lead-bearing concentrates and as refined
metal . The EC is an important end-market for both lead
concentrates and refined metal . Over the past few years, the
EC has accounted for around 40 percent of lead concentrate and
30 percent of metal exports from Canada .

Lead concentrates enter the EC duty free, as does
lead bullion, but refined lead faces a tariff of 3 1/2 percent .
This tariff policy has helped sustain a lead refining industry
within the EC that is barely competitive internationally .

Lead market prospects over the next decade or so will
be influenced by regulations to limit (and eventually
eliminate) the sale of leaded gasolines for motor vehicles and
perhaps by new proposals concerned with labelling, handling and
human exposure to lead and some of its compounds . These types
of regulations are potentially the most damaging to the long
term health of the entire international lead industry . Related
EC Directives are examined in the next part .

Zinc

Canada is the world's largest zinc producer ; about
one-half the output of zinc ores and concentrates is smelted
and refined domestically and about one-third is exported,
primarily to the EC . In 1987, Canada's zinc exports to the EC
totalled 426 000 tonnes as concentrate and 34 599 tonnes as
unwrought metal . As noted in Part III, the structure of EC
tariffs strongly influences the pattern of its imports .

The EC is about 75 percent dependent on imports for
zinc, most entering in the concentrate form . Most of the EC's
zinc output is in Italy, where at least one of two smelters
receives government assistance and, to a lesser extent,
Ireland, Spain and Portugal .
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For years, the EC zinc smelting industry has been 
suffering from excess capacity with some analysts stating that 
at least one-quarter of its nominal capacity should be closed. 
With the concurrence and indeed encouragement of EC Commission 
officials, five companies based in the EC and EFTA in 1987 for-
mally discussed ways and means to phase-out some smelters and 
thereby stabilize zinc smelting charges and zinc prices. 
Although the talks collapsed, two EC-based smelter firms merged 
in 1988 and one of the smelters in Federal Republic of Germany 
was closed. Buoyant zinc markets have eased the excess smelter 
capacity problem but the chronic problem of overcapacity is 
likely to re-occur if zinc prices fall appreciably. 

Nickel  

The EC has for years been Canada's most important 
market for nickel. A large part of Canada's exports to the EC 
is shipped as nickel matte to the United Kingdom for refining. 
Some goes directly as refined metal and other nickel products, 
and some enters indirectly via Norway, where Falconbridge has 
its nickel refinery. Access to the EC market for nickel and 
nickel products is not inhibited by tariffs or non-tariff 
measures as defined in the traditional sense. 

A potential threat to the nickel industry in the EC 
is the introduction of regulations controlling occupational and 
other exposure to nickel and its compounds. These regulations 
are due to increased concern about the possible health risks 
associated with nickel. 

Denmark has proposed a ban on the importation of 
certain nickel compounds because a linkage has been indicated 
between these compounds and cancer. The most commercially 
important of the compounds being considered is nickel 
'subsulphide. If this ban were to be put in place by Denmark 
and adopted by the EC, there would be no immediate effect on 
Canadian nickel subsulphide production or exports (which are 
only exported to Norway), but it would set a precedent for 
other countries. 

Denmark has also proposed a ban on imports of certain 
nickel plated products that do not conform to specified 
standards. This ban relates to possible allergic reactions of 
some people to nickel. The nickel market affected by a Danish 
ban, which could be broadened in 1992 to all of the EC, is very 
small. 

Of potential commercial importance to suppliers of 
nickel to the EC is the labelling requirements which some 
countries are adopting. Currently in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, for example, all containers of nickel powders must be 
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labelled "May Cause Cancer" and have a skull and crdssbones 
symbol. This could adversely affect the market for nickel if 
it becomes more widespread. 

Aluminum  

Primary Sector 

Canada is the world's largest aluminum exporter, most 
going to the United States and Japan. The EC is the world's 
largest consumer of aluminum and imports about one-third of its 
primary metal requirements, notably from Norway, Australia and 
Brazil. Years ago, the EC was a large market for Canadian 
aluminum; our exports averaged 230 000 tonnes in 1964\65, 
representing about 20 percent of Canada's output. By the end 
of the 1970s, Canada's exports to the EC had virtually ceased, 
only to recover slightly since 1985. 

This trade pattern resulted from EC tariff policy 
changes and the expansion of EC aluminum smelting capacity, 
some of it subsidized. Prior to the United Kingdom's 1973 
accession to the EC, Canada enjoyed duty free entry for 
aluminum ingot into the United Kingdom. (The EC tariff was 8 
percent and was redubed to 6 percent during the Tokyo Round of 
MTN). With the introduction of GSP and regional tariff 
preferences, the EFTA countries and most Third World countries 
gained duty-free access to EC markets. 

The early 1970s witnessed a rapid expansion of 
aluminum smelting capacity in the EC, particularly in the 
United Kingdom where regional development grants of up to 45 
percent of the cost of production equipment were given. 
Subsidies were also granted elsewhere in the EC, particularly 
for electricity supply. More recently, the French Government, 
with EC acquiescence, has provided subsidies to the Pebhiney 
group (which accounts for that country's entire primary 
aluminum industry and the larger part of processed aluminum), 
for a variety of reasons including investment, rationalization, 
worker assistance, and R & D. In recent years, these subsidies 
were as follows: (i) 1982-84, FF 5598 million in the form of 
capital assistance; (ii) 1982-84, FF 1750 million in equity 
loans at lower than commercial interest rates; and 
(iii) 1982-86, FF 15.6 million as regional aid and FF 56 
million for R & D (Data compiled from Official Journal L162, 
May 11, 1988). 

It is further understood that the publicly-owned 
Electricité de France (EdF) has offered Pechiney an unusually 
generous power rate for a new smelter at Dunkirk (equivalent to 
10 mills per kWh which is 40 percent lower than charged for 
other plants). 
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Semi-Fabricated Aluminum Sector

In Canada, the semi-fabricated aluminum sector
comprises 73 establishments scattered across the country,
although it is mainly concentrated in Quebec and Ontario. The
principal products are aluminum rods, plates, sheets, foil,
tubes, pipes and structural shapes. The industry is largely
domestically-oriented, although quite competitive in the United
States. Canada's large integrated producers (Alcan and
Reynolds) have found it increasingly difficult to penetrate EC
markets from this country, largely because of transportation
costs. Both firms have established interests in facilities in
Europe; and there may be further potential in products that
these facilities cannot supply. Bilateral trade is heavily
balanced in favour of the EC whose exports to Canada in 1988
were $140 million compared with Canadian exports of $27.5
million. The EC imports sizeable quantities of aluminum
semi-fabs from EFTA countries which enjoy duty-free access.

Market Access Issues

In 1988, a large segment of the EC aluminum industry
submitted a brief to the Commission of the EC. The thrust of
the brief is protectionist for both the primary and semi-
fabricated sectors; much of the concern centred on fears of
exchange rate fluctuations, alleged unfair trading practices,
and excess export-oriented capacity outside the E.C. Having
made those points, the industry claimed to have state-of-
the-art technology, to be fully competitive internationally and
called for the removal of tariff peaks and non-tariff barriers.
Ironically, it is the EC that maintains the highest tariffs for
aluminum (both unwrought and semi-fabs) among the
industrialized countries. In fact, to match the other major
developed countries, its 6 percent tariff on aluminum ingot
will have to be eliminated and the 7 to 10 percent tariffs on
semi-fabs will have to be significantly reduced. Such
objectives are clearly in Canada's interests.

Titanium Dioxide

Canada fills a significant role in the world's
titanium industry, supplying over 90 percent of a feed material
known as titaniferous slag, which is used in making titanium
dioxide (TiO2) pigment. The slag is produced by smelting
ilmenite from a mine in Quebec. Significant production of
titanium dioxide pigment is also carried out in Quebec.
However, most of Canada's titanium dioxide pigment exports go
to the United States and, therefore, the EC is not a crucial
market for this product.

The question of pollution caused by acid waste from
TiOz plants is of particular concern to Canada since the acid
wastes are generally derived from the sulphate process used in
the production of TiOZ pigment from ilmenite slag. Canada (QIT
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Fer et Titane, Inc . at Sorel, Quebec) is one of the world's
largest producers of ilmenite slag for the sulphate process and
these operations could be jeopardized if the sulphate process
were to be eliminated . In 1984, the Commission of the EC
submitted a proposal for a Directive on "procedures for
harmonizing the programs for the reduction and eventual
elimination of pollution caused by waste from the titanium
dioxide industry", which inter alia called for a prohibition on
the discharging of strong acids from TiO ; plants by 31 December
1989, and the elimination of weak acid discharges by 01 July
1993 . This Directive, which also called for the total recycle
of process acids, has not yet been adopted .

The recent development of the Chemetics process in
Canada to recycle weak acids may mitigate some of Canada's
concerns,about such drastic proposals . It still remains,
however, to see if this process technology is adopted by EC
Tio2 sulphate plants .

Cadmium

Over 90 percent of Canada's cadmium production is
exported, of which 25 percent goes to the EC, the current value
of exports to the EC is about $8 million .

Around 1980, when environmentalists began calling for
a ban on cadmium, this metal has been the subject of numerous
EC Directives. . Thus far, the EC has preferred to regulate
discharges and worker exposure, as well as severely restricting
the marketing and use of products containing cadmium . It is
understood that a Commission of the EC proposal for a Directive
on the marketing and use of cadmium would in effect, prohibit
most cadmium containing products . Developments in this area
will need to be monitored, as such a Directive could be used to
restrict the sale of certain cadmium-containing products not
produced in the EC, while permitting some products of economic
importance to EC Member States .

Nercury

Canada has not produced mercury for several years .
While there are a number of EC Directives on mercury, relating
to water, health and environmetal protection, the concerns over
mercury have subsided somewhat as it is now deemed to be
reasonably well controlled .

It is also important to note that Spain is the
world's largest producer of mercury . It is expected that the
EC will not push for further restrictions on the substance
because .of potential economic implications for one of the newer
Member States .
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Tron Ore  

Canada is a small but significant world producer 
(4 percent) and exporter (8 percent) of iron ore. Among 
western world producers, Brazil and Australia dominate, and 
compete with Canadian suppliers in all offshore markets. The 
EC market is very important to the Canadian industry, taking 
43 percent of shipments in 1987 (United States - 23 percent, 
domestic - 23 percent and Japan - 7 percent). The value of 
Canadian shipments to the EC was $437 million in 1988. 

Canadian trade relations with the EC on iron ore are 
excellent and there are rarely any irritants or disputes. 

European steelmakers and their governments have 
special arrangements with several iron ore producers in 
countries outside Europe, and are inclined to give special 
consideration to Nordic and West African projects. In Canada, 
the steelmaker Finsider S.A., of Italy, has a minority share in 
Wabush Mines and it proved to be an important client for Wabush 
during the lean years 1982 to 1986. In Mauritania, a 
rehabilitation project was undertaken at the Guelbs Project 
iron ore mine with money from the World Bank (IBRD), the Arab 
Fund for Economic and Social Development, other funds from 
Kuwait, Abu Dhabi and Saudi Arabia, the Overseas Economic 
Cooperation Fund of Japan and the Caisse Centrale de 
Coopération Economique. These lenders have priority on the 
revenues generated by the sale of Guelbs ore, and naturally an 
interest in seeing the project succeed. European steel mills 
regard the purchase of Mauritania ore as a means of 
diversifying their supply sources. In Brazil, the European 
mills have investments and loans that augment their normal 
interest in the high-grade Brazilian iron ore mines. None of 
these arrangements are expected to distort the iron ore market 
to a greater degree than currently exists. 

Iron and Steel  

For the purposes of this analysis, the sector 
includes those companies which produce steel mill products as 
follows: primary products---ingots, blooms, billets, slabs; 
secondary products---plate, sheet, strip, bars, rails, 
structural shapes, wire rods; and tertiary products---pipes, 
tubes, wire and wire products. 

The EC Steel Industry 

In 1975, after the first oil shock, a deep worldwide 
recession brought into focus the major problems facing the 
steel industries of the EC, mainly overcapacity. All of the 
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Member States continued.to -camglete new steelmaking faciliti.és
1.rhiQh they had started during 1974,:a -year of high denand_
Since most of the comp, ani3e's were state-owned, there was 2ittle
or no pal'itiçal will to close the- Older plants:.

Sinc.e 1978, EC Member States have slowly closed the
older plants and etren. some nèwer ones,' to bring capacity more
into line with demand: Between 1980 and 1987, some .3.2 million
tonnes of capacity were eliminated Xea-ving a current 140
million tonnes. Further cuts of 'a 1east 15 mill ian. tonnes are
still required. During the same period, the EC steel market
was highly protected from. impo'rts.

8etween 1980 and 198.6, it cost EC Member States over
US'$37 billion to retire debt and install modern eciuipment for
their steel indüstries. Many EC steel çompanïes are now debt-
free. whereas Canadian steel companies have accumulated debt
loads in similar modernization efforts, thereby providinq an
unfair competitive advantage to the highly subsidized.EC steel
!^ectvr.

Canada-EC Steel Trade, 1978^-88

,Canada-' s Imports Canadzt',s Exports
farom Ec to Br-

(000 ton-nes)

1978
1979
1980
19.81
1.982
1983
1984
1995
198.6
1987
1988

382
6.07
23.8
9 59
:248
3-o^
7,00
8.03
456

1 335
1 700

107
144
221
98

354
53
95
56
35
33
97

Source. StatsCAn 654004 and Export.and Import Perinits.

Canada - EC Tsade-in Steel Products

For many years, Stelco was one of only two suppliers
.(the other was West German) which -could suppl.y-the quality of
wire rod required by Michelin for its high qu<jlitjr wir•e for
steel--beIted radial tires. Initially, the^e was a tonnage
quota into the EC which carr.xed no tariffs b,ecause of the.
ina.bilïty of European steel.. producers to produce quality wire
rod. However, an Ongoing Frenrh igovernment requi,rement that
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the rod be shipped in smaller containers, coupled with slow 
release procedures by French customs, frustrated both Stelco 
and Michelin. Ongoing pressures by the French government on 
Michelin to buy French wire rod, accompanied by customs 
pressures and elimination of the tariff free quota, finally 
convinced Stelco to give up on its exports to Michelin j..n 
France. However, it is still a major supplier to Michelin in 
Canada and the United States. 

Over the years, the issuance of import permits to 
Canadian exporters has been delayed by the EC for lengthy 
periods. In 1987, Dofasco obtained an order for 36 000 tonnes 
of hot rolled coils'for Spain. The Spaniards continued delays 
in issuing a permit over a period of 8 months, in spite of 
protestations by EC officials. Late in the year, under a GATT 
XXIX clause, they instituted import quotas. While Canada 
negotiated and obtained a 50 000-tonne quota for 1988, 
opportunities were lost, and there were no shipments. 

Throughout this period, the highly subsidized EC 
steel industry shipped steel to Canada at dumped prices. This 
resulted in a large number of successful anti-dumping cases 
cdvering many products against exporters from virtually every 
EC Member State. 

Steel exports. to ,Europe are-conSidered as marginal 
,sales by the Canadian steel industry. High freight costs, $40 
to $60 pet tonne compared to $13 .  ta $15, per tonne to the prime 
markets in 'the.  United States', have developed a pattern for 
these'sales- 

Internationally, steel industries do not ship 
secondary (or off-sPec) material in their home markets. There 
,are two rea,sons for thisl firstly, it Would reduce domestic 
demand for prime product, and secondly, shipments to selected 
customers would be discriminatory, and could result in adverse 
reaction by other customers. In 1984, Dofasco made several 
shipments of secondary product to the .EC. This resulted in an 
anti-dumping complaint by the 'European steel industry. 

In contrat to Canada and the United States, there ,  
are no public hearings on the injury determination. The EC 
investigatOrs Chose to designate Dcfasco's sales as prime 
material, thereby establishing a dumping‘margin of 32 percent. 
Only Dofasco and Sidbec-Dosco had shipped steel during the 
reference period. However, Stelco, Algoma and Ipsco were also 
penalized by the dumping margin, thereby precluding future 
al es. 

Because of this scenario, it is not surprising that 
steel trade between Canada and the EC has evolved in the 
Community's favour (see table). The data illustrates that 
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during the reference period, it was only in 1982 that the 
balance of steel trade was in Canada's favour. This was a 
major international recession year. However, Dofasco 
identified substantial opportunities to ship to the EC. It is 
significant that Dofasco was the only major international steel 
producer which made a profit in 1982. 

Specifications and Codes 

Steel is a fungible product. It is designated by 
various chemical compositions and a variety of physical 
properties. While most countries have their own specifications 
and definitions, there is an international correlation, such 
that it is impossible for the EC to out-spec competition. It 
is interesting to note that the EC has a number of dimensional 
standards for structural sections which do not correspond to 
North American standards. However, they also produce sections 
which correspond to North American standards, illustrating the 
importance which the EC places on the North American market. 

An important problem is the EC's Eurocode III (Common 
Unified Rules for Steel Structures). These specifications are 
significantly different from standards in Canada and the United 
States. Canadian exports of fabricated structural steel to the 
EC have been miniscule. However, the EC is attempting to turn 
its standards into an international advantage; it is currently 
attempting to have its steel building standards approved by the 
International Standards Organization (I.S.0.), as that 
organization's official standard. This would place Canada and 
the United States at a disadvantage in such markets as the 
Caribbean and South America. 

Ferroalloys  

Currently the EC imposes import tariffs of 4-8 
percent on silicon and ferrosilicon products, 7-15 percent on 
chromium and ferro-chromium products, and 5-10 percent on 
molybdenum products. 

In 1987, Canadian exports of molybdenum to the EC 
were approximately 4 850 tonnes, valued at $38 million. 
Canadian exports of silicon and ferrosilicon products to the EC 
in 1986 were 142 tonnes, valued at $32 000. 

Recently, EC producers of silicon ferroalloys lobbied 
the EC Commission to impose trade action against South African, 
Chinese, Brazilian and East European producers, who are alleged 
to be dumping silicon ferroalloy products on EC markets. 
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Part V  

Summary of Selected Member State and EC Directives, Regulations  
and Policies and Their Impacts on Mineral and Metal Trade and  
Investment  

This part highlights a range of EC Directives, 
regulations and policies, some of them implemented by Member 
State governments, that have a significant bearing on mineral 
and metal production, trade and consumption, as well as 
investment in this sector. It also presents a brief 
descriptive assessment of their impacts on Canada-EC trade and 
investment. The discussion is presented under four broad 
headings: asbestos, EC and Member State regulations; coal, 
Member State subsidies and public procurement; environmental, 
health and safety regulations for nonferrous metals; and 
titanium dioxide. 

Asbestos: EC and Member State Regulations  

Three EC Directives and some Danish regulations have 
a significant impact on asbestos trade and use. These are 
summarized below, starting with the most important. 

Directive No. 83/477 of September 1983 on the protection of 
workers from the risks related to exposure to asbestos at work. 
This Directive applies to activities in which workers either 
are or potentially are exposed to dust from asbestos or 
asbestos containing materials during their work. Spray 
application of asbestos is prohibited; limit values of 1f/cc 
for asbestos other than crocidolite and 0.5f/cc for crocidolite 
are stated. 

Directive No. 87/217 of 19 March 1987 on the prevention and 
reduction of environmental pollution by asbestos. This 
Directive sets measures and supplements provisions already in 
force with a view to preventing and reducing pollution by 
asbestos in the interests of the protection of human health and 
environment. 

Directive No. 85/610 of 20 December 1985 on the approximation 
of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the 
Member States relating to restrictions on the marketing and use 
of certain dangerous substances and preparations (asbestos). 
This amended for the seventh time Directive 76/769. 

This directive prohibits the sale and use of products 
containing asbestos fibres for: toys; materials or preparations 
intended to be applied by spraying; finished products retailed 
in powder form; items for smoking suCh as tobacco pipes and 
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cigarette and cigar holders ; catalytic filters and insulation
devices for incorporation in catalytic heaters using liquefied
gas ; paints and varnishes .

In 1986, Denmark banned the use of asbestos friction
material . On 1 April 1988, the Danish government implemented
regulations requiring passenger vehicles to have asbestos-free
friction linings in both the original equipment and replacement
markets .

The Commission of the EC is in the process of
challenging Denmark in the European Court of Justice . The
outcome is expected to have broad ramifications for the EC, not
only within the context of EC Directives on asbestos, but also
on Member State behaviour regarding Community-wide rules on a
range of matters .

Currently, there are a number of other policy areas
under review at the Commission level which could have an impact
on asbestos (these originate within the various EC
Directorates, herein described as DGs) .

DG III Fibre Fixity Test . This is a proposed Directive on a
testing procedure for asbestos textile . Products successfully
passing this test could be marketed freely in the EC Member
States .

DG V Proposal for Directive on Exposure to Carcinogens . A
proposed draft Directive was published in the Official Journal
on 8 February 1988 making reference to 31 carcinogenic an d
8 industrial agents considered as presenting carcinogenic risk .
Asbestos was not included . However, a proposal has been made
to replace the enumeration of 31 carcinogens by a reference to
existing and future Directives on dangerous substances .
Asbestos could be within the scope of such a Directive .

DG XI . The Technical Progress Committee has proposed an annex
to Directive 67/548 relating to the classification, packaging
and labelling of dangerous substances . Annex 1 indicates, for
each substance, the chemical formula, name, label to b e
applied, the nature of the risk and the safety advice . It has
been proposed by the Committee to add asbestos to this list,
and to classify it as a carcinogenic product .

(Asbestos is not officially classified by the EC as a
recognized human carcinogen, nor is it on the EC list of
toxic and dangerous substances) .

Although the inclusion of asbestos in the list should
directly only affect the labelling of the raw materials
(asbestos bags), indirectly, it would have a dramatic
effect . A number of actual and future Directives from
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III, DG IV and DG XI are making reference to this list and 
a number of prescriptions, restrictions and limitations 
automatically apply to the substances from this list and, 
to a certain extent, also to preparations including those 
listed products. The proposal makes no distinction 
between chrysotile and the amphiboles (crocidolite, 
amosite...). 

Impacts 

Since health, safety and environmental concerns over 
asbestos became widely recognized, production of asbestos in 
Canada has fallen from a peak of 1 536 000 tonnes in 1976 to 
705 000 tonnes in 1988. Exports have also declined from a 
record 1 502 400 tonnes in 1976 to 823 600 tonnes in 1988; the 
latter includes sales of asbestos from inventory. Exports to 
the EC-12 dropped from 413 892 tonnes in 1976 to 158 000 tonnes 
in 1988. Although the EC cannot be held responsible for the 
above concerns as this has been a worldwide phenomenon, it was 
amongst the leaders in establishing rules and regulations for 
the handling, marketing and use of asbestos. 

Throughout the process of developing EC Directives 
for asbestos, Canada engaged in bilateral discussions and 
cooperative activities (mainly under auspices of the Canada-EC 
Framework Agreement and more particularly the Metals and 
Minerals Working Group) aimed at establishing a sound and 
workable regulatory regime for asbestos. These discussions 
proved very effective, especially in working together with 
industry, labour, academia, the Member States and other 
interested parties, and contributed significantly to the 
harmonization and full implementation of the above-noted EC 
Directives. The Working Group continues to be a useful forum 
for bilateral discussion and cooperation aimed at sustaining 
and furthering a sound and balanced "controlled use" approach 
to asbestos, and has avoided the need to rely on other forms of 
dispute settlement. 

One potential problem area could be the re-opening of 
the asbestos exposure limit. The Federal Republic of Germany's 
on-going pressure to prohibit more asbestos containing products 
could also be a problem as far as the DG III's restrictions on 
marketing and use are concerned. The DG III activity should 
continue to be monitored. 

Of greater concern, although initially more 
innocuous, is the activity regarding labelling under DG XI, 
because of the automatic ramifications. This should be 
monitored not only for asbestos, but for other carcinogens. As 
well, the addition of asbestos to this list as a carcinogenic 
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product would likely "open the door wide" for the German
reclassification proposal.

In the case of the Danish ban on asbestos friction
materials, there may be some scope or need for launching an
action under the GATT Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement.

Coal: Member States Subsidies and Public Procurement

I
Completion of the EC's internal market will require

solutions for two separate issues in the coal sector: strict
containment of subsidies (Member State aids) and termination of
exclusive buying/selling arrangements between Member State coal
producers and public utilities.

Subsidies

Although the EC coal industry has received assistance
for many years under the authority of the European Coal and
Steel Community, it has only been since the early 1970s that
the magnitude of assistance has mushroomed at the Member State
level. This in turn prompted the Commission of the EC to
establish in 1986 rules for state aid to the coal industry.
(Commission Decision No. 2064/86/ECSC of Jtine 30, 1986 Official
Journal No. L177, 1 July 1986). In establishing these rules,
that are to run until the end of 1993, the Commission was
charged with the yearly responsibility of ensuring that Member
State aid contribute to the achievement of the following aims:

"improvement of competitivity of the coal industry,
which contributes to assure a better security of
supply;

creating new capacities provided that they are
economically viable;

solving the social and regional problems related to
developments in the coal industry."

To this end, coal producing Member States were
required to submit statements of intentions and objectives for
the coal industry. The rules provide for aid under six
categories:

1. Deficit grant aid - i.e., aid to cover operating
losses provided that it does not exceed the
difference between foreseeable average costs and the
foreseeable average returns in the following
financial year.

2. Sales aid - i.e., to supply coal and coke to the EC's
iron and steel industry.
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3 . Investment aid for new investment provided it covers
no more than 50 percent of the costs of the
investment .

4 . Aid for underground staff .

5 . Financing of social grants in the coal industry -
i .e ., to finance social grant schemes specific to the
coal industry provided that the ratio between the
burden per mine worker and the benefits per person do
not exceed the ratios in other industries .

6 . Inherited liabilities - i .e ., aid to cover past
liabilities related to restructuring and not related
to current production .

The rules also provide that the Commission be
notified of any other aid measures, such as those granted in
the Federal Republic of Germany for the burning of domestic
coal to generate electricity .

State aid approved under the rules in 1987 ranged
from a low of ECUs 4 .70 (US$5 .34) a tonne of coal produced in
the United Kingdom to a high of ECUs 111 .10 (US$134 .12) a tonne
in Belgium . In the Federal Republic of Germany, where the
overall level of payments is the highest, the average rate was
ECUs 46 .40 (US$52 . .70), which was well above world coal prices .

The above levels represent approved aid only . A
recent International Energy Agency report contains "production
subsidy equivalents" and other forms of assistance that yield
much higher levels of aid in Federal Republic of Germany and
the United Kingdom . Moreover, in a 1989 EC "Inventory of State
Aids", it was revealed that the level of assistance paid out by
EC Member States for coal amounted to ECUs 25 000 per employee,
compared to an industry-wide average of ECUs 770 per employee .

Public Procurement

Preferential or exclusive procurement contracts
between domestic coal producers and large consumers (i .e .
public utilities mainly) exist in the Federal Republic of
Germany and United Kingdom . With regard to the latter, ther e
is a written agreement between British Coal Corporation (BCC)
(publicly owned) and the Central Electricity Generating Board
stipulating that the Board buy BCC's coal output . For years,
the Board has complained that its procurement costs are much
too high (publicly it has said £750 million annually over the
past three years) and that British electrical rates could be
lowered if it were free to buy imported coal .
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In the Federal Republic of Germany, there are two 
major contracts. Under Huttenvertrag, the German coal industry 
(about 2/3 controlled by Ruhrkohle AG) is obliged to deliver as 
much coking coal as required by the German steel industry and 
the latter is obliged to buy its needs from the German coal 
industry. Transaction prices are based on world coal prices 
and the federal government makes up the difference between 
these prices and production costs. The present Hutten contract 
came into effect in January 1989 and from an industry 
perspective was intended to run until 2000, but the Commission 
of the EC (which had previously indicated that the contract was 
to end in 1995) has thus far given approval to the end of 1997. 
Under Jahrhundertvertrag, known as the "century contract", 
German power utilities are obliged to buy 40-45 million tonnes 
of domestic coal until 1995. Once a certain level of purchases 
is reached, the utilities can then import one tonne of coal for 
each additional tonne of domestic coal, up to a limit of 8 
million tonnes yearly of imported coal. Most of the utilities' 
additional cost incurred from burning domestic coal is 
recovered from electricity rate-payers. 

Enforcement of these two contracts is ensured by the 
application of Federal Republic of Germany's Tariff Quota Law 
(of 1980), which provides for annual coal imports of up to 
8 million tonnes annually for the period 1986-90 and 12 million 
tonnes annually from 1991-95. Apparently, import licenses are 
made available to all coal users, but they can be traded or 
sold to enable coastal utilities to take advantage of easier 
access to lower-priced imported coal. 

Impacts 

Quite apart from internal market distortions, in 
terms of întra-EC country coal production, trade and 
consumption, coal-use in relation to other energy sources, and 
a drain on budgetary resources, these subsidies and procurement 
policies have severe external trade impacts. They impact on 
coal trade with Canada and even more so with the United States, 
Australia and South Africa. Although it is impossible to be 
precise, one estimate indicates that if the EC market for coal 
were liberalized and exposed to international competition, 
foreign suppliers could expect to increase annual sales by at 
least $7 billion. Implicit in this scenario would be the 
closure of most EC hard coal mines on the continent and the 
closure of a significant part of the United Kingdom coal 
industry. 

The elimination of, or even significant reduction of, 
these subsidies and a termination of present public procurement 
practices (as well as import quotas in the case of Federal 
Republic of Germany) would be an important step in liberalizing 
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world trade in coal, in promoting competition in the EC's
energy sector and in contributing to the EC Commission's drive
to complete the internal market. External pressures in the
Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations may also help
in resolving these issues.

Nonferrous Metals: Environmental, Health and Safety
Regulations

Although preservation of the environment and the
protection of workers and the population at large against
exposure to dangerous substances is a worldwide concern and
responsibility, a number of EC-based institutions and Member
States have instigated measures for nonferrous metals that
exceed world norms and may not adequately reflect commercial/
economic interests. These measures can be grouped under four
broad headings: the management and control of hazardous
materials; health and safety in the workplace; prevention of
air and water pollution and the management of wastes and
hazardous wastes. This section focuses on the first three
insofar as measures or proposed measures relate to nonferrous
metals.

Management and Control of Hazardous Materials

Within the EC regulatory context, these measures fall
largely under the directives of classification, labelling,
packaging, marketing and use which cover the so-called C/M/T
substances (carcinogenic, mutagenic and teratogenic). Although
a number of metallic compounds (including arsenic trioxide and
the chromates of calcium, lead, strontium and zinc) have long
been classified as carcinogens, there have been some recent
actions and proposals to classify certain metals as C/M/T
substances - namely arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chromium,
nickel and-lead "families", as well as aluminum production.
From a Canadian mineral industry perspective, the immediate
concerns centre on cadmium and nickel.

Cadmium: The "European Action Programme to Combat Environ-
mental Pollution by Cadmium" (Cadmium Program) is an integrated
approach that aims to tackle all sources of cadmium pollution.
This is in addition to the 20 Directives concerning cadmium
either directly or indirectly already in existence in Europe.
The Commission's policy paper received the Council's support in
January 1988 (Council Resolution 88/C30/01 of 25 January 1988,
OJ C30 of 4 February 1988). Moreover, the Council emphasized
the major elements of the cadmium strategy to be implemented in
this connection, as follows:
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- limitation of the use of cadmium to cases where suitable 
alternatives do not exist; 

- encouragement to the development of further alternatives 
to the use of cadmium in pigments, stabilizers and 
plating; 

- incentives to research related to the cadmium content of 
the raw materials used for the production of phosphate 
fertilizer and to varieties of tobacco and food plants 
with a lower cadmium content; 

- collection and recycling of products containing cadmium, 
such as spent Ni-Cd batteries; 

- development of a strategy designed to reduce cadmium input 
in soil; 

- combating significant sources of airborne and water 
pollution. 

Implementation of the Cadmium Program is expected to 
follow the above priority list. The Commission's first action 
was to draft a directive aimed at restricting the marketing and 
use of certain cadmium-bearing products, namely pigments, 
stabilizers and plating (10th amendment to Directive 76/769). 
It implies use of cadmium in these products, excepting those 
which are, or must be banned. 

Cadmium in brazing and soldering rods is to be 
tackled through Directive 88/379 on the classification, 
labelling and packaging of dangerous preparations, i.e., they 
are to be covered by a special label. With respect to cadmium 
in phosphatic fertilizing, the Commission announced a program 
for monitoring cadmium in the 

the, 
	and a feasibility study on 

ways to reduce cadmium content in phosphatic rocks. 

Nickel: For nickel, one of the immediate concerns centres on 
classifications emerging from the International Agency for 
Research on Cancer (IARC), an internationally recognized 
authority on carcinogens. IARC is affiliated with the UN World 
Health Organization, but is financed by 14 member countries, 
including 6 EC Member States; it is headquartered in Lyons, 
France. In a 1983 IARC publication, nickel refining was 
classified carcinogenic to humans and certain nickel compounds 
as probably carcinogenic. Early in 1988, IARC released a 
report stating that "nickel and nickel compounds" are 
carcinogenic to humans, although this conclusion was clouded up 
by some qualifying statements, which indicated that a grouping 
approach was used and that not all components of the group may 
be carcinogenic. 
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Since many governments, including most EC countries, 
use the IARC list in their regulatory process, the agency's 
action can have important implications. As well, there has 
been a general trend in recent years to more stringent 
regulations for exposure to nickel. 

IARC held a Working Group meeting of experts in June 
1989 to discuss nickel, chromium and welding dusts. The basis 
for the discussion on nickel was for the most part a study 
chaired by Sir Richard Doll on Nickel Carcinogenesis in Man. 
The Doll study, which is to be published in 1990, is sponsored 
by the EC, United States, Canada, Ontario and the Nickel 
Producers Environmental Research Association. The Working 
Group concluded that nickel compounds would be classified as 
carcinogenic to humans and that nickel metal was possibly 
carcinogenic. 

In 1987, Denmark had proposed a ban under Directive 
83/189 on the importation of certain nickel compounds because a 
linkage has been indicated between these compounds and cancer, 
but due to objections from industry and other Member States, 
the notification was withdrawn. Denmark has apparently been 
considering notifying again. The most commercially important 
of the compounds being considered is nickel subsulphide. If 
this ban was put in place by Denmark and adopted by the EC, 
there would be no immediate effect on Canadian nickel 
subsulphide production or exports (which are only exported to 
Norway) but it would set a precedent for other countries. 

Denmark has also proposed a ban on imports of certain 
nickel plated products that do not conform to specified 
standards. The ban relates to possible allergic reaction of 
some people to nickel. The nickel market affected by a Danish 
ban, which could be broadened in 1992 to all of the Ec, is very 
small. 

Of potential commercial importance to suppliers of 
nickel to the EC is the labelling requirements which some 
countries are adopting. Currently in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, for example, all containers of nickel powders must be 
labelled "May Cause Cancer" and have a skull and crossbones 
symbol. This could adversely affect the market for nickel if 
it becomes more widespread. 

These issues are followed closely within Canada and 
bilaterally with the EC within the context of the Canada/EC 
Metals and Minerals Working Group. 

Lead: The concern about the health impacts of higher lead 
concentrations in the environment has resulted in various 
governments initiating programs to reduce or eliminate the use 
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of lead gasoline . This process, although started in North
America, is currently under way in Europe .

EC Directive 78/611/EEC of 29 June 1978 sets a
maximum and minimum lead compound content of leaded gasolines
sold in Member States at 0 .40 grams/litre (g/1) and 0 .15 g/l,
respectively .

EC Directive 85/210/EEC of 20 March 1985 sets a
maximum lead compound content of unleaded gasolines at 0 .13 g/1
(0 .20 g/1 until 1 April 1990) . By this Directive, the EC
requested Member States to ensure that unleaded gasolines be
made available and have a balanced distribution system b y
1 October 1989 . Furthermore, this Directive encouraged Member
States to tax leaded gasolines at a higher rate than unleaded
gasolines .

Canada commenced a similar program in the mid-1970s
and in 1988 announced that a ban on the use of lead in
gasolines, except under special circumstances, would take
effect on 1 December 1990 . Currently the maximum amount of
lead in leaded gasoline in Canada is 0 .29 g/1 .

Of increased concern to various governments, includ-
ing the United States, is the possible carcinogenicity of lead .
As a result, these governments are examining lead closely,
including their current regulations . The International Lead
and Zinc Research Organization Inc . (ILZRO), an industry funded
organization, has devised a $2 .7 million program of research
designed to answer some fundamental questions concerning the
possible role of lead as a human carcinogen . The industry
plans to fund roughly one-half of the program and ILZRO is
seeking financial contributions from several governments,
including the EC, Canada and the United States .

Health and Safety in the Workplace

In December 1987, the commission of the EC proposed a
"Directive on the Protection of Workers from Risks Related to
Exposure to Carcinogenic Agents in the Workplace" (Com 87/641,
OJ C34 of 8 February 1988) . The proposal focuses on substances
already classified as carcinogens at the EC level and on
industrial processes deemed as carcinogenic by IARC . In this
regard it mentions nickel refining for which the immediate
concerns are nickel oxides and nickel subsulphides .

Prevention of Air and Water Pollution

EC Directive 84/360 of 28 June 1984 "On the Combating
of Air Pollution from Industrial Plants" (OJ L 188 of 16 July
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1984) sets out measures and procedures to prevent and reduce 
air pollution in, inter alla, plants producing and processing 
metals and it lists heavy metals and their compounds as among 
the most important polluting substances. 

With regard to cadmium, the Commission put forth two 
new proposals on the prevention of air pollution from new and 
existing municipal waste incineration plants (0J C 75 of 23 
March 1988). For new installations, cadmium and  mercury 
emissions will have to be below 0.1 mg/Nm3  while the European 
Parliament seems to be proposing a further reduction to 0.01 
mg/Nm3, for both new and old installations. For cadmium as a 
water pollutant, the EC will concentrate on implementation 
existing directives (e.g. Directive 85/513 of 26 September 1985 
or limit values and quality objectives for cadmium discharges). 

In addition to the Cadmium Program and the existing 
20 Directives, further European initiatives in cadmium will 
take into account the results of two reviews that the Commis-
sion, in December 1988, decided to undertake: a review of the 
question of toxicity and ecotoxicity of cadmium to man and the 
environment, and the sources of human and environmental 
contamination by cadmium. 

Titanium Dioxide  

Titanium dioxide (Ti02 ) is an environmental issue 
because the sulphate process used to produce titanium dioxide 
pigment from titania slag digests the slag in concentrated 
sulphuric acid. Effluents from such plants are very acidic and 
contain high levels of dissolved solids, including some toxic 
heavy metals. Canada's interest in this issue relates to the 
fact that OIT-Fer et Titane Inc. (QIT) produces much of the 
slag used in the western world for the sulphate TiO2  process. 
If regulatory regimes were to force conversion of many such 
plants to the gaseous chloride process, which requires a 
high-grade slag or mineral sand as feed, QIT slag (which is 
unsuitable for the chloride process) would become difficult to 
market. 

EC Directive 78/176/EEC of 20 February 1978 "On 
Waste from the Titanium Dioxide Industry" established the 
general objectives of prevention and control of effluents from 
TiO2  sulphate plants. However, the 1978 Directive did not 
establish any limit values, but generally established'the 
parameters to be monitored. 

A subsequent proposal for a Directive OJ 84/C 1967 
"For the Reduction and Eventual Elimination of Pollution Caused 
by Waste from the Titanium Dioxide Industry" was submitted to 
the Council in April 1983. While this proposed Directive deals 
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with both the chloride and sulphate processes, the impact would
be greater on the sulphate system . Major aspects of this
Directive are as follows :

"In order to eliminate the wastes concerned from surface
fresh waters, coastal waters, territorial sea waters and
the open sea, Member States shall take the necessar y
measures to ensure that :

by 1 January .1986, they prohibit discharges of solid
wastes ,

by 31 December 1989, or in the case of surface fresh
waters by 1 January 1986, they prohibit discharges
of :

- strong acid, and

- wastes arising from the treatment of strong acid
and containing various heavy metals ,

by 1 July 1993, discharges of weak acids and of
wastes arising from the treatment of wastes arising
from the treatment of liquid wastes are reduced . "

"In respect of the atmosphere, Member States shall take
the measures necessary to ensure that by 1 July 1988 SOx
discharges are reduced to the references value of 2 0
kilograms per tonne of titanium dioxide produced, as the
annual average . "

"Member States shall take the necessary measures,
including those relating to the installation of
appropriate waste treatment systems, to ensure that :

in respect of estuary waters, coastal waters and the
open sea, by 1 July 1986 discharges of liquid wastes
are reduced to the reference value of 200 kilograms
of acid per tonne of titanium dioxide produced ,

in respect of surface waters, by 1 July 1986 they
prohibit discharges of liquid wastes with a pH value
lower than 6 .5 . "

As of the end of 1988, this proposed Directive had
not yet been adopted by Council .

As noted in Part IV, Canada's concerns over the
impact of the EC titanium dioxide directives have been lessened
by the successful pilot-plant testing of the Chemetics process
for treating TiOZ sulphate wastes . Indeed, Quebec's regula-
tions are now almost as stringent as the EC's . However,
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efforts should be made to influence the EC from moving towards
a goal of 100 percent recovery of weak acid; the Chemetics
process totally evaporates dilute acidic sulphate effluent to
sulphate solids, and concentrates the acid to over 90 percent
H2SO4 for recycle. In this regard, efforts have been made to
demonstrate to EC officials that the new process can be
utilized in European TiOZ sulphate plants.
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Part  v1 

Europe 1992 is clearly an ambitious program but it is 
not expected to bring a radical change from the recent past. 
It will carry important implications for Europeans and for 
persons and firms dealing with Europeans, but it is not 
expected to significantly alter trade and investment patterns 
in the minerals and metals sector. In relative terms, the EC 
has been for some time a decreasingly important market for 
Canadian minerals and metals, partly because of changes in 
preferentlal access (e .g. the loss of preferential access to 
the United Kingdom when tt joined the EC in 1973 and more 
recently the preferential market access accorded by the EC to 
other natural_ resource exporting countries). In 1988, Canada's 
mineral and metal exports to the EC amounted to $3.0 billion 
(major products were aluminum, asbestos, copper, gold, iron 
ore, lead, nickel, zinc and uranium) and imports from the EC 
were $1.7 billion (mainly iron and steel and semi-fabricated 
products). 

EC barriers to trade fall into four broad categories': 
tariffs, including absolute levels, tariff preferences and 
tariff escalation; non-tariff measures; subsidies; and 
monopolistic and other restrictive,  trade practices. Tariffs 
fall under the EC , s external policy and are not part of the 
1992 program; they will have to be addressed in the 
multilateral trade negotiations (MTN). 

Although non-tariff measures also f,all within the 
scope of the MTN, the removal of internal technical barriers to 
trade (e.g. obstructive national standards and regulations) and 
the creation of common EC .standards should bring significant 
external benefits and opportunities. Generally speaking, EC 
standards are not likely to be a problem for raw material 
exports but they could affect trade in processed mineral and 
metal products, as well as fully manufactured products 
containing certain compounds (e.g- asbestos) 

subsidies are also an important element of the MTN, 
but the extent to which the EC Commission can come to grips 
with the problem of Member State aids, (e .g. for coal) which is 
crucial  ta  the functioning of a common market, will have 
important external implications. Indeed, the elimination of EC 
member,  State financial assistance to the coal, iron and steel 
sectors should prompt  saine  industry restructuring and trade 
opportunities. Although there are a number of EC Directives 
setting put guidelines for the use and magnitude of state aids, 
none have yet to emerge for the termination of these practices; 
rather, from a Canadian trade perspective, it is hoped that 
these problems can be resolved. 
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Although competition policy, monopolistic (including 
state ownership) and other trade restrictive practices are 
being addressed in the 1992 program, this analysis  has  not 
covered this area. Progress in this area crould impact 
positively upon Canada's trade potential in the coal, iron and 
steel sector, potash and uranium. 

A fifth area of particular concern centers on 
environmental, health and safety regulations for processing, 
handling and use of a wide range of minerals, metals and their 
products, notably asbestos, cadmium, lead, nickel and titanium 
dioxide. These concerns are shared worldwide and it would be 
misleading ta suggest that the Europe 1992 program  poses  any 
threat in this  area  Rather, the Europe 1992 exercise and the 
embodied harmonization of EC standards may provide an 
opportunity for Canadians to cooperate bilaterally (as well as 
multilaterally) in search of workable norms and regulations 
that balance commercial interests with protection of the 
environment, workers and users of such products. These  issues  
will have to be examined and managed prudently and 
systematically over the years ahead. In the case of asbestos, 
bilateral cooperation under the auspices of the Canada/EC 
Minerals and Metals Working Group proved beneficial to both 
sides. There is scope for continued cooperation on asbestos, 
nickel, lead, aswell as other commodities. 

On balance, completion of the internal EC. market 
should generate a more cempetitive business environment, not 
only within the EC-12 but also internationally. As long as 
some external trade barriers persist, companies situated within 
the EC, be they EC-based or Canadian-based, will be best 
positioned to take advantages of ready access to a vast 
internal market. 

This report should not be regarded as a rigorous 
assessment of Europe 1992. Hopefully, it will serve as one 
road map for monitoring the evolution of EC market and 
regulatory policies and setting a  tone  for  cooperation and 
negotiation with EC policy makers. 
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Append i x I

EC Imports of Selected Minerals and Metals, 1 9 8 8

TABLE Al-, EUROPEAN COMMUNITY IMPORTS OF ASSES1Cr5 STAGE 1

TOTAL IMPORTS FROM EC IMPORTS FROM CANADA CANADA OF INTRATRFIOE ;
YEARS I14PaRTS* CANADA INTRATRADE OUTSIDE EC OF TOTAL OUTSIDE EC % OF TOTAL

(TONNES) ( TONNES) (TONNES) ( TONNES )

1963 505 364 263 382 13 908 491 456 52 .12 53.59 2.75
1964 400 642 224 770 15 305 385 337 56.10 58.33 3.82
1965 662 671 331 079 25 393 637 278 49.96 51.95 3.83
1966 707 106 379 652 34 615 672 491 53.69 56.45 4.90
1967 628 359 318 409 36 756 591 603 50.67 53.82 5.85
1968 735 647 379 107 39 439 696 208 51 .53 54.45 5.3 6
1969 755 604 391 067 42 060 713 544 51 .76 54.81 5.57
1970 756 369 385 776 41 622 714 747 51 .00 53.97 5.50
1971 741 699 386 165 43 358 698 341 52 .06 55.30 5.85
1972 796 518 448 566 52 667 743 851 56.32 60.30 6.61
1973 1 041 782 620 507 75 973 965 809 59.56 6 4.25 7.29
1974 1 117 911 673 910 87 873 1 030 038 60 .28 65.43 7.86
1975 971 027 503 369 89 480 881 547 51 .84 57.10 9.21
1976 1 D46 679 604 074 76 884 969 795 57.71 62.29 7.35
1977 979 310 585 415 55 959 923 351 59.78 63.40 5.71
1978 854 970 505 664 68 112 786 858 59 .14 64.26 7.97
1979 909 474 574 419 73 282 836 192 63 .16 68.69 8.06,
1980 891 376 561 054 52 546 838 830 62 .94 66.89 5.89
1981 553 237 288 195 45 821 507 416 52 .09 56.80 8.28
1982 464 683 251 436 51 056 413 627 54 .11 60.79 10.99
1983 490 389 277 766 61 470 428 919 56 .64 64.76 12 .53
1984 351 100 128 746 57 164 293 936 36 .67 43.80 16.28
1985 311 609 157 755 47 744 263 865 50 .63 59.79 15 .32
1986 306 942 161 190 48 379 258 563 52 .51 62.34 15.76
1987 304 729 159 954 57 572 247 157 52 .49 64.72 18 .89

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY IMPORTS OF SULPFiUR STAGE 1

TOTAL IMPORTS FRCM EC IQ4PURTS FROM CANADA A CANADA % Of 1NTRAIRADE
YEARS IMPORTS* CANADA INTRATRADE OUTSIDE EC OF TOTAL OUTSIDE EC % OF TOTA L

(TONNES) (TONNES) (1oNNES) (TONNES )

1963 1 381 082 2 599 481 179 899 903 0.19 0.29 34.84
1964 1 880 826 87 096 681 527 1 199 299 4.63 7.26 36 .24
1965 2 297 598 78 127 642 058 1 655 540 3.40 4.72 27 .94
1966 2 047 724 28 134 623 771 1 423 953 1.37 1.98 30 .46
1967 2 112 547 27 825 661 226 1 451 321 1 .32 1.92 31 .30
1968 2 438 907 43 509 723 736 1 715 171 1 .78 2.54 29 .67
1969 2 679 459 79 599 717 162 1 962 297 2 .97 4.06 26.77
1970 2 754 855 245 062 788 029 1 966 826 8.90 12.46 28 .61
1971 3 231 324 364 517 795 895 2 435 429 11 .28 14.97 24 .63
1972 3 581 318 472 123 732 112 2 849 206 13 .18 16.57 20 .44
1973 4 209 853 511 840 886 173 3 323 680 12.16 15.40 21 .05
1974 5 384 784 801 828 1 359 588 4 025 196 14.89 19.92 25 .25
1975 3 430 890 664 416 704 075 2 726 815 19 .37 24.37 20 .52
1976 3 939 463 784 418 827 956 3 111 507 19 .91 25.21 21 .02
1977 4 047 339 662 022 1 031 112 3 016 227 16 .36 21.95 25 .48
1978 2 917 429 525 372 732 459 2'184 970 18.01 24.04 25 .11
1979 3 184 153 592 157 743 427 2 440 726 18.60 24.26 23 .35
1980 2 860 952 639 455 742 929 2 118 023 22.35 30.19 25 .97
1981 3 459 074 548 460 1 241 746 2 217 328 15.86 24.74 35 .90
1982 3 125 574 418 105 1 194 727 1 930 847 13.38 21 .65 38.22
1983 2 225 518 432 145 668 634 1 556 884 19.42 27.76 30.04
1984 2 375 853 454 D95 738 042 1 637 811 19.11 27.73 31 .06
1985 2 355 817 567 207 692 439 1 663 378 24.08 34.10 29 .39
1986 1 998 507 527 479 595 315 1 403 192 26.39 37.59 29 .79
1987 2 053 832 423 931 729 408 1 324 424 20.64 32.01 35 .51
SOURCE: MORLO TRADE IN MINERALS DATABASE SYSTEM (idTE4S) .
* Includes EC Intratrade .



v

TABLE A2: EUROPEAN COMMUNITY IMPORTS OF IRO[: AND STEEL STAGE 1(QRE AND CONCENTRATES)

TOTAL IMPORTS FROM EC I MPORrS FROM CANADA %= CANADA ?( OF INTRATRADE
YEARS IMPORTS* CANADA 1NTRATRADE OUTSIDE Et OF 70TAL OU1'SIDE EC % OF TOTAL

(TONNES) (TONNES) (ïONNES) (TONNES)

1963 0 0 0 0
1964 0 0 0 0
1965 0 0 0 0
1966 0 d 0 0
1967 0 0 0 0
1968 0 0 0 0
1969 0 0 0 0
1970 0 0 0 0
1971 0 0 0 0
1972 0 0 0 0
1973 0 0 0 D . .
1974 0 0 0 0
1975 0 0 0 0
1976 0 0 0 0
1977 0 0 0 0
1978 0 0 0 0 . .
1979 122 895 504 15 080 778 11 685 923 111 209 581 12.27 13•56 9.51
1980 114 B94 480 13 123 222 111 />De 246 104 286 234 11.42 12.58 9.23
1981 109 729 296 13 092 905 8 215 575 101 513 721 11.93 12.90 7.49
1982 97 230 064 11 608 113 7 468 304 89 561 760 11.94 12.96 7.89
1983 88 500 544 9 722 237 6 862 833 81 637 711 1o.99 11.91 7.75
1984 107 208 672 10 331 869 6 999 362 100-209 310 9.64 10.31 6.53
1985 100 761 760 10 506 789 5 513 567 95 248 193 10.43 11.03 5.47
1986 95 404 384 9 951 672 6 281 218 89 123 166 10.43 11.17 6.58
1987 94 149 940 9 458 485 6 065 258 88 084 682 10.05 10.74 6.44

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY IMPORTS OF [RON FNO STEEL STAGE 1(PELLETS)

YEARS

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

TOTAL
IMPORTS*

(TONNES)

IMPORTS FROM
CANADA

(TONNES)

72 524 624 3 538 171
87 950 832 4 353 332
93 677 584 5 099 821
84 920 000 4 779 987
88 751 360 6 087 713
104 026 224 7 312 871
113 666 016 7 233 448
125 953 440 12 185 331
116 485 968 10 103 665
121 571 056 8 244 951
144 815 840 12 668 064
158 456 000 12 345 682
129 051 776 11 479 180
137 026 352 15 375 243
120 428 880 13 267 834
123 562 912 10 143 724
20 557 296 4 815 362
14 335 572 3 646 191
13 993 743 2 892 714
13 100 178 2 987 755
13 754 638 •2 877 880

1984 16 309 271 3 263 202
1985 27 376 208 7 168 218
1986 24 534 784 7 165 210
1987 27 D12 760 6 569 306

EC
INTRA7RAOE

(TONNES)

234928f4
23 820 224
224i13616
18 925 184
17 749 328
19 660 688
20 468 336
21 737 456
20 386 608
20 373 47^
19 810 240
21 735 744
18 199 504
17 730 256
13 277 526
12 420 024

75 062
82 578
11 544

1 650
102 803
9 829

224 395
6 043
8 791

SOURCE: WORLD TRADE ÏN MINERALS DATABASÉ SYSTEM (WTFtS).
A Includes EC Intratrade.

IMPORTS FROM CANADA % CANADA % OF INTRATRADE
oUTSIDE EC

(TONNES)

49 03) 760
64 130 608
71 273 968
65 994 816
71 002 032
84 365 536
93 197 680
104 215 984
96 0 99 360
101 197 564
125 005 600
136 720 256
110 852 272
119 296 096
107 151 354
111 142 888
20 482 234
14 252 994
13 982 199
13 098 528
13 651 835
16 299 442
27 151 813
24 528 741
27 003 969

OF TOTAL OUTSIDE EC % OF TOTAL

4.88
4.95
5.44
5.63
6.86
7.03
6.36
9.67
8.67
6.78
8.75
7.79
8.90
11.22
1'1. 02
8.21
23.42
25.43
20.67
22.81
20.92
20.01
26.18
29.20
24.32

7.22
6.79
7. 16
7.24
8.57
8.67
7.76

11 .69
10.51
8.15
10.13
9.433
10.36
12.89
12.38
9.13

23.51
25.58
20.69
22.81
21.08
20.02
26.40
29.21
24.33

32.39
27.08
23.92
22.29
20.00
18.90
18.01
17.26
17.50
16.76
13.68
13.72
14.10
12.94
11.03
10.05
0,37
0.58
0.08
0.01
0.75
0.06
0.82
0.02
0.03



1 372 '764 
1 481 085_ 
1 565,759, 
1 527 f878 
1 445 635 
1 557' 125 , 
1.653 265 
l' 773 - 866 
1 724 ,,927. 
1 82e 914 
1.813 038 
1'871 192 
1 908 190, 
1 935677 
Z  . 005 128 
1:.874 616 
1 837 545 
1:856 407 
1 687 412 
1 733 209 
1 544 570 
1'733' 358 
1 74?' 995 
1 ab6 T44 
1 654 374 

6.76 	8.28 	18.31 
6.5? 	8.11 	19.59 
6.12 	7,57 	19.09 
4.77 	5.98 	20.22 
6.04 	7.6.2 	20.69 
5.87 	 7.41 	 20.75 
5.40 	6.70 	19.48 
7.610 	9.30 	18.34 
7,78 	9.41 	17.35 
7-.36 	8,98 	 18.07 
6.31 	8206 	21.73 
7.00 	8,63 	18.97 
7.55 	8.85 	14.71 
1.93 	• 9 .76' 	18.75 
6,85 	8.49 	18,46 
6,63 	,8.27 	19 ,88 
4.49 	5268 	20.93 
7,10 	8.97 	20 ,.92 
7.68 	9 39 	'19.88 
5.91 	7.33 	19,40 
4,31 	5.31 	18.71 
4.87 	5.92 	17.76 
4.81 	5.85 	17.69 
4,66 	 5.69 	18.04  
3..65 	4..58 	' 	201, 4 2 

TAeLE 	EUROKAN ŒpMMUmfTY (mpous:oF LOPPER  8140E 1 
4 

TQTAL 
rrepusk 

(immEs> 

4522 
1964 	 42 788 
1965 	 47* 8.445, 
1966, 	 48,215. 
1967 	 50,054 
1968 	 .eoe '466 
1969' 	 79 962 
1970 	 82: 528 
1971 	 ,78950 
1972 	 165.752 
1973 	 186 229 
1974 	205 1e5. 
1975 	.:213 451 
1976 	 235 731 
1977 	-221  O. 
1978 	'214 470 
1979 	189 636 
1988 	-211 626. 
1981 	 182. 5-70 
1082 	 197 818 
1983 	189 617 
1984 	196 960 
1985 	 191 139 
1986 	.233 852 
1987 	220 522 

FDI.PORTS FROm 
cANADA 

TON  NE s 

350 
410 

1 677 
9.81 

3' 329 
4 058 
7 296 
4 753 
3 597 

24 057 
10 156 
7 792 

.22328 
3'572 

.24 115 
12 549 
15 . 613 
12 031 
9 249 

- 13_525 
'5 434 
6 290 
4 377 

:1 785 
17  173 

IMpoR Ts F Rom 	C4N401-7- 	cANADA % F 	pIR4TRA0E 
11TRATRÀ0E 	.ou7S] DE 	OF ibTAL 	ouieDE EC 	OF TorAL 

(TONNES) 	(Tomes> 

45 421 	5., 16 	 5. 17 	 0222 
42 7 	0.96 	.0,94 	Q.” 
47 092

.  

	

3 - .51 	:3:56 , 	1158 
.47 415 	2.03 	2.07 	1.66 
48 979 	6,65 	 6.80 	 2215.  
77 765 	5.04 	 5.22"  
71 502 	9'i 12 	10.226 	10.58. 
77 723 	5276 	6..11' 	5.82 
70 934 	4.56 	5.07 	10.15 

147 725 	14,51 	16.29. 	1 0.88' 
171 098 	5,45 	'5,94, 	.8.12 
1.8 8  139 	3.00 	 .4..1 4 	 . 8.31 
202 952 	10.46 	11.'00 	4.92 

	

232 245 1,52 	 1254 	1.48 
216 129 	18.91 	11.16. 	2.23 
208,  175 	5 , 05 	 6'.03 	:2-94 
186 425 	8.23 	8238 	1.69" 
208 625 	5.8 - 	5.77 	1.42 
1e2 205 	5.07" 	5.07 	4.16 
197 . 468 	6.84 	6:85 	0218,  
189 382. 	2..87 	2 .. 87 	 9..12° 
194. 623 	3.19 	3,23 	1219 
187 980 	2.29 	2:33 	1,65 
233. 131 	. 0.73. 	0.73 	0.'31 
220 224 	7. 79 	 7,80 	 0.14 

YEAR'S 

101 
141 
754 
8100 

1 075 
2 701 
8 460 
4 805 
8 016 
18 0. 27 
15 131 
17 046 
10 4.99 
.3 486 
'4 924 
6 295 
3 210 
3 002 

284 
350 
234 

2 336 
3 158 

720 
nç,  

EuRopEm c0mmu i 	 Of COPPER -  sTie 2' 

TOTAL 	impuRTS f RDm 	 EG 	1MP0RTs: FRom 	CANA0A 	ÇAmADA % Oi 	LNTRATRAOE 
yEAU 	impœTs* 	CANADA 	 FNUATRADE 	biruipE EG 	0F 107.41. 	ou7s [DE EC, 	.%.0É.'7074 11. 

UrooNEE k 	(TO1.1NE) 	(70NleS) 	(TONNES) 

1963 	'1 688 530 	113 680' 	307 766 
1964 	1 841 890 	120'119 	360 805 
1965 	1 935 194 	118 493 	369  435 
1966 	1 914 215 	91 357 	387 137 
1967 	. 1 822.750 	110 ,  117. 	377 115 
1968 	1 964 806 	115 379 	407 681 
1969 	2 090 380 	:11.2 - 789 	'407 117, 
1970 	1 172 114 	164 999 	'398 268 
1971 	2 087 080 	162...347 	162 j53 ,  
1972. 	2 229 881 	164.073' 	402 967' 
1973 	.2 316 453 	146 193- 	503,415 
' 1 974 	2 309 134 	161 566' 	437'942: 
1975 	'2 237 279 	168.923 	I329.[9  
1976 	2 382 258: 	188 904 - 	'2.'46. 581 
1977 	,2 459 125 	168 S35 	455 997 
1978 	2 339 702. 	155-098 	465 086. 
1979 	2 323 835 	1 04'336 	486 290 
1980 	2 347 55.3' 	166'603 	491 146 
1981 	2 106 042 	161 /57 	418 630 
'1982' 	e 1581 477 	12r108 	417 '268 
1.983 	1 899 963 	81 983 	355 393 
1984 	2  107'723' 	102.616 	.374 365 
1985 	2 117 577 	101 '897 	374 582 
1986 , 	2- 204 304 	102 618 	.397 560 
1987' 	2 078:892, 	75,823' 	.É1 518 
' SOURÇE : 4oRL0 TRADE 1 m m [tJERALS 0ATA8AsE nsiEm WIM81 . 
* ftic4rdes ÉC Intnatrade, 



1. 07AL 	1MPQRT5 f ROM 
YEARS 	WOR-Te! 

tT0NNE.i) 

Ec 
ENUAT.R.e,DE 

OmmÉs 

,IMPORTs Ç1.0F4 	CANAUA g 	CMACtA % OF 	iNTRATTem.DE 
OF .707AL 	OUISIDE EC 	,;_<GF ro14' 

É TONNE  

CANAVA 

(TONNES.) 

fluTsi 	Ec 

:.95 '031 
115 128 
97 867 

102 10 
961 

97 097 
118 499 
115 283 
99- 589 

147 146 
103 733 
117 003 
145 214 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 

1982 
1983 

1985 

4'5 434 
.71 018 
7.0 9ü$ 
S5 784 
83 240 
94 906 
77 024 

11)7 /87 
114 192 

198 

1,4 
32' 
25 
36 
26 
26. 
18 
45 
39 
21 
26 
2 7  
28 
.23 
24 
16 
16 

'?1 
14 
10 

11 
13 

300 
969 
225 • 

377 
725 
438 
107 
194 
094 
561 
764 
1-37 
735 
596 

023 
140 
996 
214 
674  
419 
157 

TABLE. A4: EUROPEAN COMMUNT T1:' IMPÔT 	 E 

rout 	I t4PCIRn FRom • 
YEAR5. 	IMPOR7à* 	-C.ANA.DA: 

iTONNES) 	(10NNES1 

1963 	 77 647 	 64 397 
1964 	 73 374 	5001  
1961 	 87'273 	 69...894 
1966- 	 .81 774 	 '66.975'. 
1967 	 -84 - 576 	,..5 e, 
1948 	 21 184 	 5.322 
1969 - 	 2U 654 	 . 4 61'5 
1970 	 102 100 	 78':277 
1971 	 93 928 	 30 1 36 
1972 	 86 727 	 66 522 
1973 	 76 985 	 55  06'. 
1974 	 75 8g4 	 60 027 
1975 	 94 2( 1 	 73.116 
1976 	 . -91 494 	 59 688 
1977 	 104 913 	 e 649 
1978, 	 75 138 	 3a 11 7 
1979 	 66 247 	 -32 854 
$98Q 	 '76 04- 4 	 30 2e 
1981 	 .gi 133 	 3:i 350 
1982 	 44 395 	 12 869 
1963 	 -55 136 	 26 662. 
1984 	 69 998 	 40 345. 
1985 	 78 958 	 47 240 
1936 	 204 414 	 39 837 
1987 	 202 983 	 44 126 

EC 
rNTR eLIRA.D.E. 

iTONNES) 

706, 
 1'936' 

1,217 
2 . 259 
1 170. 

507 
1 249  
1 4{19 

'641 
78-

-1 '97 7. 
 1 720 

366. 
1 521 
1 949 
1 298 
1 316 

662 
979 
777 

3 859 
3 367 
2..435 
2.52E 
2 , 824 

[MPORTS FROM 
oursioE 

(TONNES3 

76,851  
71 3E8 
86-U56 
79 515-  
U. 486' 
20 6e7 
19.  605- 

.100.691 
93 327 
86.149 
75:013' 
74 084 
92'375 
89 973 

102  964-
73 840 
64 931 
75 378. 
79 154, 
43 
51 277 
66 131 
76,523 

241 856 
204 159. 

CANAIDA Y. 	CANADA  S  Or 	1N TRA TRAD E 
OF TOTAL 	OUT51oÈ 'Ec 	0F TOTAL  

82.94, 	83.79 
60.43 	87.67' 
80.09  

1 - 	
81.22 

8 ..23 
76 ,94  
25.12 	'25 74 
21,17 	22 .52- 

77.74 
35.64 	06.19 
76.70 	77,22 
72.10' 	74,00. 
79,19 	81.03. 
77.58 	79 . 15 ' 

66:34 
64.48 	65.70 
50.73- 
4,9.59 	50 . 

: 40.12 
47.19 

28 .99 	 . 50 
48.36 	52 . DG 
57:64 	61;41 
59,83 , 	61.73 
19.49' 	1973  '. 
21.74 	 22. 0 5 

1.03.  
2, -71 
1. 39 
2.76 
1 .30 
2.39 
5.99 
1.38- 
.0.64 
0.67 
2.56 
2.27 

1;66 
'r .86 
1..73 
1,99. 
0.37' 
1:22 
1.75 
7:00 
5;52 
3.08 
1:24 
1.39 

EuRoPERN coimmum -ry 1.11Pers -?..OF Ni(KEL .. s -roi.É 

15 9e-',9 
17 923 

-2? 176 
18 934 
,24:043 
26: Cal 
20 191 
20: 244 
1.8 -  448' 
22. 117 
21 326 
28 711 
24 915 
23:415 
20 693' 
22 709 
23 943 
22  406 
20 786 

.21  925 
-22 , 055 
'7'78O  
24. 734. 

1986 	113 206 	 13 78.72' 	 26 364 
1987 	 133 472 	15 063 	 37 270 
SOURCE: WORLD TRADE IN  MINERALS DATA0ASE SYSITM •.(lams). 
* includes EC i nt eài ràde . . 	 ,  

	

29 465, 	31,49 	48.56 	35..15 

	

53 895- 	46:42 	62:09 	25.24 

	

48.729 	55;56 	51.77 	31.28 

	

66 m 	42.11, 	54.03 	22.07 

	

59: 197 	31 ..69: 	'44.56 	28,88 

	

64 825 	29..40 	 41,23 	28..69 

	

56' 833 	23,42 	31,74 	26 -:21 

	

86 943 	42-.1)8 	5188 
.  

	

95 .  744 	34 .32' . 	 AD. 93 	 16..1 

	

70:081 	-22.88 , 	30 .. 10 	 n . 99 

	

505 	27:72 	35.65 	22.:25 

	

36 417 	24.11 	32.12 	 24.;. 94 

	

72952' 	28.75 	.38.57 	25-.46 

	

78 782, 	723.22: 	3.. 1 	22:91 

	

M. -U.8 	25,37 	 3?-2 5 	21.34 

	

74 388 	17:39 	22.69 	23,39 

	

94 556. 	13,52 	16:95 	21Y;21 

	

92 877 	18.34/ 	22,76 	19,44 

	

78 803 	15.Q6 	19:43 	24. 97  

	

85 221 	>9.53 	11.99 	24.46 

	

81 67* 	8,36. 	 18.62 	21.26 

	

89 223 	9.7e 	12.,89 	23.74  

	

80.  480 	12.50 , 	16;35 	23.51- 

	

86  822 	12.18 	15 .3.Èi . 	 23,31, 

	

96, 202 	1/.29: 	15.66 	27,92 



TOTA,L 	IMPORTS FROM 
CANADA YEAA8 

ImPoeS Ferl 
OeS1DE  Et  

CANADA-% 
Oi TOTAL , 

tAum X.,OF 	INTRATRADE 
OISEIDE Et 	% OF TOTAL 

(TONNES/ (TONNES> (rower, 

5001.1M3- 

631 586 
651 139 
641 524 
750'. 742 
781 866 
égr.98 .1 
782 .659 
832,234 
974 ela 

1 134997 
994..654' 

1 466 -021 
1 .0 17 732 

878,651 
956257 
908 823 
881'386' 
982.058 
971  419  

1 U52.924 
1.036 043 
1'043 .2U, 
1154 284 

1 .7.1 .106 4-98 
19.69 
28.19 
31.48 
37..47 
37:93 
35,94 
44.27 
4365 
44, 213 
43.65 
34.88 
37.77 
33.67 
35.82 
31.02 
33.82 

28.92, 
34.82 
31.24 
29.4/ 
2345 
24.72 
29.2 2  

0.95  
1.26' 
10,11 
11.46 
17;29 
16,25 
14.38 - 

13.33  
1 .2 
153.5 
16.47 

14.49 
23.62 
22:0 
27.99 
20:99 
19.05 
24.73 

26 -.46 
25,08 
20'.54 

5,72 
à1.63 
34.3/9 
35:02 
'42.14 
45.06 

51:71 
5D,.36 
51.49 
51.56 
41.74 
44.48 
39.0 
41:89 
'40.62 
43,65 
33;29 
36.64 
38.07 
41,50 
38.72  
3.1.88 
33, ûD 
36.77 

7ABLE ,A.5,; EuRopEAN commmy INpous OF Lee STAGE 1 

	

TOTAL 	IMPORTS FROM 	EC 	INpiur8 FRaq CANAÇA 

	

YEARS 1MP0T 	 CANADA 	INTRATRADE 	OLITSiDE Et 	oe' TOTAL 
CANADA '% OF 	JNTRATRADE 
OUTSIDE EC 	% OF TOTAL 

(TONNES.) 	 (TONNES).: 	(TONNES) 	(TONNES)  

14:04 
28.44 
29,80 
19.23 
23;88 
24.41 
15,.19 
-24,09 
21:45 
13,10 

,972  
16.27 
16.96 
17,07 
16.30 
11.96 
16.42 
18.20 
11.78 

24.50 
9.78 

11'.44  
12,74 
17.41 

1963 	 232 e3 	 32669 	 9 754 
1964 	 -217 598 	 61.882 	 6 '178 
1965 	 . 287 -44 	85. 655 	 9 725 
1966 	 296  893 	57 087 	 47 374 
1967 	:299' 118 	 71 426 	 70 953 
1968 	 375 32/ 	 91 01 	85 654 
1969 	 331 577 	 50 364 	 88 191 
1970 	 445 992 	 81 1 62 	107 422 
1971 	 331 052 	 '69 . 695 	 , 81 967 
1972 	 315. 248 	 41 298 	 .83 069 
1973 	 299' 467 	 29 095 	 86 991 
1974 	 330'200 	 53 722 	62 779 
1975 	 286518 	 46 583 	 56 26 
1976 	 266  851 	 45 543 	 59 815 
1977 	 255 556 	41 655 	 57 294 
1978 	 261,362 	 31 "259 	55 73j 
1-979 	 296 90A 	 48 760 	 .69 505 
1980 	 292.833 	 29 060 	 73 506 - 
1981 	 304 857 	35 915 	 46 184 
198 	 314 543, 	 .56 - 535 	:4 084 
1983 	 343 787 	 '62 279 	39 323 
1984 	 3,10 "897 	 30 402 	 53 814 
1985 	 360'976 	41 2e4 	 51 96/ 
1986 	 318 534 	 40 571 	 60 203 
1987 	366 664 	e3 848 	64 006 

222 859 
211 420 
277 719 
249 519 
228 164 
289 667 - 

 243 386 
296 570 
249 085 
232 179 
212 475 
267 421 
230 -382 
216 0.36 
198 26 -2 
265 631 
227 399 
219 327 
258 674 
268.459 . 

 264 464 
257 403 
307 016 
258 331 
342 679 

14..66  
29,27' 	2.84 

22,88 
31.30 	23.72 
31.62' 	-22.82 

.  20.69 	26,60, 
27;37' 	26- .59 
27.98 	24.76 
17,79 	.26.35 
11.69 	29.1e 
2009. 	19.01 

21.08 
21.01 
15.20 ,  

13.61 
13.88 
21,4 
23.55 
11:03 

21.09 

1959. 
1.904 

 a.42. 
21,32, 
23.41 
25.10- 

 .15.15 
14.65 
12.94- 

 17.31 
14.95 
18.913 
17.46; 

Eug&EAN eOMMONITY IMPORTS.Of 2TNC  STAGE  1 

EC 
INTRATRAÛÉ 

nOIMES) 

75 212 
63 023 
49 407 
73 241 
79  610  

152 742 
1)1 6.71 

104 
120.  405  

175 955 
223 723 
175 '911 
131  370 
172 513' 
2.71 704' 
277 409 
353.234 
234 '201 
231 116 
319 109' 
330 3/1 
3 72.749 '  
349 2.47 

1963 	 5716 035 	- 28. 662 
1964 	 703 336 	138 408. 
1965 	 600 793 	191 882 
1966 	724 380 	228 023 
1967 	 721 334 	 270 315 
1968 	 .1.383 485 	335 113, 
1969 	 933 537 	335 497 
1970 	 967 085 	424 108'. 
17-1 	 903 065 	394 145 
1972 	 960 089 	425. 164 
1973 	1 145 973 	540 131 
1974 	1 358 720 	473 980' 
1975 	1 166 561 	 440 632 
1976 	1 247 391 	420 WC 
1977 	1 190 2 .1 4 	426.361 
1978 	t 150 435 	356 888- 
1979 	1 233  66.6 	417190.. 
1980 	1 262 457 	302 532 ,  
1901 	1 115 587 	322 587 
1932 	1 213 174 	373- 890 
1983 	1 294 528 	403 168. 
1984 	1 383 295 	407'67,3 
1985 	1 408 711 	330 - 33f' 
1 686. 	1 342.465 	.544 225 
1907 	1 457 619. 	425.903'.. 	299.339 . . 
SOURCE: WGRLO TRADE IN M1NERfiLs ciAlABliSe. SYSTE.M. (WTMS)_ 
le Includes -  EC Intreitir.de 



ti

TA6LE A#> - EUBCiPEAf1 COMM4![{]TY [MPrJRiS . OF .4LUM[FJUM STAGE 2

TOYAL 99+IPORT6 FRO M
YEARS ]MFOR45* CA N ADA

E C
GsJT j~ÀrRr,pE

] MPbRT-3 F .RGk CANADA 95 CANA+' Y6 OF 7 raTRArR•1üE
OC1T .~ fD~ EC. QF- r01-AL oùrs :I OE Ec 91OF .TOTA !

{TON PkES] (TONNE S ) {TOm ES} !:TGSJNES )

1463 622 .4~1 1~7 ]66 ~,l3 5 72 5'23 ~_lAl~~ ;i,1 .'1 37.6~ 15 .8~

14,54 753 9 63 2 3 .1 13.9 126 -~=t0 ~27 023 3rJ .ôé 3âï56 16 .34
1965' 777 3S5 2~7 9,49 16;1 545 610 S!~ 937,'32 Zi1 .
1966 889 527 18~ 224 214 66r 674 M-5 -21 .2:7 c8,04 24.1

7V6 7 859 547 163 544 2;Jr f;a.3 6 5ci r;ÿ 1&.3.1 274 24, .11'
7 968 1+]ô7 .31.9 1>53, 06 785 GQ2 14.35 15,52 ?fi .5
19 69. 1 325. 543 ~1b1 236 340 677 984 972 12 .16 1b,3.7 25 :70

1.97~ 1'.425254 2:1F17é8 32 3 1 16 1 102 053 15 .38 ' 14.89 22-~$
1971 11ôd .792 144 460 366 321 8ü2 471 1 2 .36 P3 00 31 .,34:

`197 2 1 .299 ..5i2. 1 1)L`053 5É 739 745 7~3 a 1 1~'-.0#3 38.77
1973 1 476 .507 102 ,Q71 4J;i'( 2R~ 883 t93 l~ .94 .11:.9(s 39 .93,
197jF 1 .S99 37 2 1-16 779 72 6 29 +373 1 5 6 '7.30 37 45,4.1
1975 1 12 7 71k' 31 772 57~ &57 554 M 2 .82 5 ..73 5 O -80
1976 1 ;537 005. 25. 764 79a, 571 73~ 1.55 3 .22 51 .96
1977 1S66 575 1 5q6 7t]5 211 791 364 1 .0 ~ 2 42 511 .1.2 .
14Té1 1 576 : Q64 15 591 à3 A ,, m .4 ~41 ~30 !0.99 2. iG 5 2 , 9 7
11979 1 .705 622 7 813 S2S 405 777 215 0 .46 1 . 0 1 54 .3 Z
x9$0 1 914 -2U' .3 871 ~21 G76 993 156 1 .93 3..?3 48 .12,

t981 1"54.4 793 572 -E~ 7 É ,336 7.15 463 M4 1 .20 155 .1 ï}
1482 21 23-q 72- 8 5'32 ~~6 19S ~24 776 D.47 0..42 44. 16
19. 83 2' O41`507. 3 147. ~?34 357 1 117 150 0_15 C-28 4~-.77
1984 2 n47 13R } 692 95G 013 ;1 097 117 O.03 G:15 ' 46-.41
148~ 2 D8 9`037 F'519 1 1?31 ;S57 1 13 57 159 O .ü7 6,14 4Ç:39
198 6 2. 286 ..M6 '1 6 443 I E-82 ~9 É, ~fl4 1 40 0;-7 2 1 .37 47-.34,
1987 2 231 9i72 ' .29. 171 1 1D3 37i 1 123 531 1 . 31 2,.60 _49 : 6 5
SOLlRCE : 41QRL0 TRAkE 3H M[nRAL$ DATA4.4SE S ïSYEhi (WTMS) .
* Includes. tC ]nti~atrâdé .



li

TM#Lf, A7^ EUROPËAdJ COM:`iVNlzY 1MP13RTS L}F 4;4^L SfixGf I

YEARS_

1963
1964
19ô5
1966
19b7
146R
19,59
5970
1971,
1972
197'3
1,974
1975
}976
1977
1978-
1^7v
1980
1981
14a2
1483
1484
19A5
19$S
1967

TOTAL
IMPORTS*

{TONNES)

5.7 $31 680
53 Oa0'240'
50 23^3,48Q
48 3Gfl 528
44 4^^.: 576-
49 . 837 584
50. 2S'7 '664
5b-D1$ 192
51 'V3 , 808
50-784, 144.
51 258 4k&
60.;962 544
61.733 3$2
62. ..362 416:
66'444`73b
67 97f208
B2 417:392
98 113 520.
91 544 :256'
92 999 N2
8^ 519 760

1 97,760 3Bf,
1138-.$19 320

:1^J5•9^11 952
100 b.1.^ 400

IMPORTS FROM
CANÂDf

{TONNES)

7Z6
0
Il,

1ü1
234^.

'12 1'.
127 512
277 26ÿ
71 -GSO
t0 665

424160,
9;17 874
818 7131 •
ft22?3b5
853 707
976 78?
831.370
970 :? ï?.

1 ; 035 032
937 303

1 ^46 727
1 6¢3 068
1 766 i,-13
1 57i8^- 5

SOVRCE^ WaaLa,rRAaE 1N rdfsJElxALS
Inc k ude.^ iE C. I lït'ra t raë e

,DA7 ABASE

EG IMPORT:; FRO]•S CAHALDk % CrlNiiL)r5 :' .Di 1h1TRATRADF.
iNiRiiIRW E

.
aUâ53üE EC ZF YD7KL 0F,}TSH)E ^C %,40F TOF,^L

f 76HffE^) ÇTOr'MES)

^6. II55, 792
23 341 f17^
15;; a3£^° 93?
19. ^,55 -0r.0
22 .183 175•
25.::OL:r: 752.
Z?r 31.8 98Q
21 57ô 576
18 , 23^7 f, 4(1
17 511 040
18 636`04$
*19: 7^ô '1M
16 713 382
1G:3fis 714p
15 401 :3cZ

'l8 941 968
ü7- 595ï056.
1;7.'2Gô 896
18 377 632
14 894] 6'tU.
14 c95 794
16 737 60
15 0L 532
1 2 •:°Lla ^44
10 9?6 5c30

SYSTEM (WTMS),

^0 .975' 8$$ O .,QO
^9: 71^• lfia' [^.+J^.
50 !V0 449 0.-D0

ll!^9 G. OL~
?.7 `^^3 GQa. G:L.G
^4 7vé `:0Z a,.ao
^5 0^ '706 0, Of)
34 44V bÏb 0,.23
33'0()6 M 0.`3
^^ 2T'^ 14]4 0:14
^^ l^ 2 2 4+74. m2
41 1 .76 4,1 é-, 0 : . 7O
+5 02^ d1C^. 1.;9
G7 51,3 Cr47 1:39
SO 444 5l4 4.64
49 030 240 1;Z6

3##64 822 ^3G c38
+30 624 ^J.85
m 1e^^ fa24. ^o98
78 .1{14 152 1::11
/,d ?23 965 1.. 15
81C22 7,31 1,38
'93 I2f ^u 1_5'3
93 X54 55#3 1_67
Z9 {a4Z U0 1.57

0..00
0.00

'ia A{

U_00
0. LFO
G _ QQ'
o_aa

1 13 . ^ 1

I_Q3
2 06
I.7c
0'. ^3r

1.03'

1.'33
1.40

79:1,

1 _76.

46:.f1
43,$9

41_0a
fi 4 .'14
^o.2S
48_35
3S_52

34 .48
36,36
32.46'

23'.81
23,19
27_8'
^1.35
17:5#}
18. 65

01
18,03
17.1Z
14.42
ü2,17
10_94



TABLE A$'! EURGPEAH,C0MMUN1ïY ]MP4TS. OF liOLU

T4TR4
YEf4R$ lMP4RYSw

[+iPORTS; FROM
CANADA

EC
L N Qrl TRr;o E

[fiPORiS lRow CANADA
U1TSIOE EC Of 'IU'fAL

(uSSooD) (U9$000') {U3Si),1f11 {[P55-UDD}

1463. 'Q 41 0 G
1964 E0 ^ C^
`14ô5 0,. 0 53 Q-
14fi6 0 {1 4]
1067, '0
196l3' 0^ 0' J Q
14(i9
1^?70 0 p 4] ü.
1971 Q p 0:
1 M 0 A Sl à
.1973 0 0` U . U
1974 . 00 tl 0
1475 C^ 0. 4 0.
1476 0 Oï 0' 41
197Y 0 0 ^J Q"
197c .0 > 0 -0. 0.
197$ 13 629 305. 44 041 402 605. 3' 22b, 6w*
1980, 576Q 45 7 24.812: 704 899 5m5, l3à
1951. 5 531 351 31 872 784 â4U4 4 j',47 '221
1' 982' 3 1037 591 11 ïS0; 763.:-884. 4 ^73 l07
1983 '4 699 363 22 435 465 4a3 4 . 233 '8190
'1984 4 36,7 °31^ 42 457 303 463^ 4 055 844.
19135 4 285 344 66 177 H18: 426'
1986 5 528 119 16.318, 601 327
1967 '4..q61 335 135A876- 479 383.

^ 23G6 418'
,4 927 70
fr 481 .957

1."35
ü..52.
D. S^
G.22
U:4
4`97-
1.0A
0-3a'
2.7b

CAHp9.A Y6 OF ]ra1'kR'fRxqE
C3UTS!dE EC• OF TOTAL

1 '5.? 1,1 . 49
0.59 12:2-2
Ji .67 14 A B
e1.`^^ - 15.16'
0.53 9-:91'
1 _U4
1:19 9-76:
Q:33 10,88
3-05 ^:b6

SE7?rRCE; WpR1.D TfiADE IN M1NERALS"O^TAgA$E BYSTtM (WTMS}-
w [nc[ud^'s ÉC IMtràt^.ade,



Canadian 

Parent CompenY 

Suesidiary Location AttiOty Corments 

APPENDIX  IL  Principe Canadian Investments in Mining and 
Primary Metal Industry Operations in the European Community, as of January 1. 1989. 

Bel 11*  

Cominco Ltd. 	 Comineo Resource 	 St.  Stevens-Woluwe 	 exploration office 

Europe N.V. 	 (erusses . ) 

Faleonbridge 	 Fecontiridge 	 BrusselS• 	 sales office  
Limited 	 Inteimàiienal Limited 

Ince Limited 	 eiggin Alloys S.A. 	 Brussels 	 lales office 

France 

A%an Aluminium 	 C. des Baertes du , 	. 	 Var 	 bauxi te mi ni ng 
Limited 	 Midi 

Comince. 	 Cemince France S.A. 	 Paris 	 'office 

Ince Limited 	 Internaticnal  Nickel 	 Paris 	 SalèS office  
France, S.A. 

westar Mining Ltd. 	eestar Mining 	 Paris 	 _ 	.sales offtee 

International Ltd. 

Miggi - n Alloys S.A. is 

owned by TneeLtd.. 
(Internatienel, 



Canadian

P.arent. Company

Derriscn Mines
LiM ited

Ireland

Alcan #4fumiPli um
Limlted

Cominto Ltd.

Hortirgate

Exploration
Limited

Cominco Ltd.

Denisick Mines
Limited

1

Subsidïary

ftrth;Aé4éan Pètrviéum

Càmpa6 E.P.E.

Aughinish A1.urnirn^
Limitëd

Cominca Ireland
Limlted

PetOmriné Italia
V . I

Lccaticm

Athens

Aughinl5h islar+d,

G^. Lfmérick

6nbliri

Rome

RomE

Actlwii<y

oTl and -gas production

prpducti:on dfi_$tu^7nà.

exploration office

ex^loràti^n affice"

Offshore ail and-gas

production

Co rcnierrts

denison has. a 68.75X
interest in offshor^
Priiv's and
South Kavald FieTds.

AlGar hali5s a 6S%
lnterest in the
a]unsina plant.

Na-s< 1 rrtères.t In Enners
Intérnati^^ra1 ^lc,
{Düb]in.}. Former
major tiold i n g 5n. Tî^ ra
Explorgticn
Ueweloprment sOld te
4utukumpu (1Y, of
Finland, ,T.n 1985.



Canadian

Parent Company

Subsidiary Locatic~

Italy (continued)

~nco Limited bliggin Alloys SW. Mï1an

1!e#trerl a.nds

C O m9nco Ltd . ConmTnco Nol .dings, N .Y . Amsterda m

Spahi

Activity

sales offic e

. office

Connents .

Alcan Alumin'ium Industria - E s pnala del 'San G#priân, a3uminum smeTting Alcan ~as-•24% interest

LimTted AtLari.niq S .A .{In,~Spa1} (,Galicia) . AvïlëS, and in this state-
La Coruna contralled ën.terprfse .

Gaminco Ltd . ( EXhfINESA ) Villafranca del

(Ccmirica Espdna Fxp:lorac9ôn Minera Bierzo, Leon

~.A.} Iffternac.ion-oT Espn a

S .A .

Rubià]es mine Lugo pruvinc e

2: 7rcy~ mine Gu ï euzcaa pro.wirce

production of zïnc-
le~id cdnc&tr.ete,
produc,tion of°zfric-

le~d .canoentraté *

Our.ragfi Resources San Juan de rilieva zinc 'srnelting Urragh has a 2 0%,

Inc. ïrrterest in AstUrian~
de Zinc 5 .4., wMch

-operetes a sireTter at
San Juan de .Kieva .



Canadian

Parent Compny

Spain (continued)

Dehiso6 Mines
Limited

United Kin9dum

'.A 1 cifrt. A T tmi t ri i. t; m
Lirtiited

BHP-ütah Pfinès Ltd,

CdmïnÇp Ltd.

Inco Limited

.Subsidiary

Nnison Minés (Espbna^
Lirtif ted

brit;ïs^ Alcan
^ 1 (11i'li.i n 9 1Jm

BMP-Utah plinbra,Ts
Fùrop1) Ltd.

CO1'ncO Europe Limited

Gornïnca {i1.K.} L^n^ite^

Actan Refinery

C3ydach Refinery

Lrcakicn

Nadri'd-

LyincmOuth,

KorthumberI ap d,

Erngl.attdâ Kinl.ochTew.era,,

Arg9llshireF Sçot78nd;

and Lochaber.

I n+verness-shi re.;
Scat.iaand

London

Fïilnrslow, Cheshire

Londbn, Engl^nd

C1ydach, 5kanséaP

b^àles

A c.t i v f t.y

oi`f5hor•e vi l and gas
pftdûçtïon

al ui i hum Smè.T.ti'ng

sales offfcé for
Europé°

head afffte

sales of.fice

pradoction of platinurn
group rnetals
pro d uc t i.on of n 1^. ké 1

Gornments

Uenlscn has- a 1€^.64%

int^r.ést fn Cas,abl:anca

Field in

Mediterraneari

Br,9tts,^ 'A]c

^lurninium aTsc' makes

a.jum'ïnum-allcys.

a :£



C'eadian 
Parent Company 

Subidiary Lotation Activity Conments 

London 

London 

London 

Noranda Inc. Noranda Sales 
Corporatton of Canada 
Limited 

sales office 

Rudolf Wolff & COmpany 

Qbehec Cartier 
Mining Company .  

QCM Sale% 

pepi b.rod<thq 9.11. the 
London Metal . Exchanue 

sales office 

United Kingdon (continued) 

West Germany 

Alcan 141u6l1n1.um 
Limited 

Comincol.td. 

Irlcu Limited 

Koranda Inc. 

Alcri DoutsChland.GmbH 

:CoMinco BergbaO GMbH 

Tnternational Nickel 

RudOlf WOW CO. 

ESchborn 

Essen 

Duss.eldorf 

Hamburg- 

office 

6ffide 

sal es office 

sales Office 



Quebec ..flat glass,  QTaverbel has 

announced thaUit 

plans to:build a flat 

glass plant in thé 
Qüehec City area. 

laverbel S.A., 	 151.averbec 

APPENDIX III. Principal European Community InYeStnent$ 
In Mining and Primary Mineral Processing in Canada. 1989. 

European  Company 	 Canadian Dpeiation LUcitiqn frOuct ' tc4rÉehtp, 

Belgium 

. 	. 
Socidté flénérele.de 	CDP Cernent Canada Ltd. 	Uestern Canada 	 cement:and concrete 

Ueleique 

(Crdenteries UP) 

Denmark 

RCCkWool 	 Rp'cul Ltcl, 	 Miltbn. Drtai- lo 	 mineral wuol 

Inter ... national A/S' 

products 

Subsidiary of rdhler & 

Cb. 1fS Hedehusene, 

Denmark. 

France 

Charb-onnages dé 	 Deniscn Mime Limited 	British Columbia' 

France 	 Qyintette coal mine 

inter'national 5,A. 

coal 	 C ee F I:has a..12.5. 

interest in the 

quintette-operation. 



European CoMPOnY Canadian Olperaiic.n Location ProduCt. ZOMMents 

Cigar Lake Mining 
Corporation (32.625%) 

Cigar Lake', 
Saskatchewan 

uranium 

fntreprise Mini'ére 
et .Chimique 

Amok Ltd. (75%) 

Clef Lake Mine S.  M 1I1 

peas:hi CO4Plir e  
Canada Limited 

(Potacan) (50%) 

Çluff Lake, 
SaskatoteWan 

DenIsbo-Potean Mine, 
Sussex, New Brunswick 

uranium 

uranium 

potast 

Frie  (continued') 

'Clieni 5.A. 

S.A. dés OmentS 
Franç'àis 

Chent Gold Mines Inc, 

Like Ontario,Cément 
Ltd. 

Miron Inc. 

'British CoTtiMbla 

Pict..on, Ontario 

Montree, qiiebec 

Ceffieht  and  concrete 
products .  

cement and contreté 

products 

Compagnié Génerale 

,des, MatièreS. 

(COGEMA) 

eogmA (cand.al Ltd. 
(no) 

3.76% itterest 4eld by 
Coron  Grande 
ExploratIOn 

Corporation , , 

Pechtney has a 25% 
ihtgrest,: 

l411 .  '.und Salz AG (West 
Germany) has the other. 
50% of P;otacan. The 
Potesh Coriipany  of 

..anada Lipited  lias  A 

4p .z'1ntë,i;est  in the 
Oenlson-Péltican Potash 

Company; eenis .én owns 
the other  



European Company

Frarice (ccntinueA)

Lafar9e-Copp^e S.A.

{Lafarge
Carporation,

U.S.A.^

Pechiney S.A.

Tot.àl Compagnie

Frunçaisé des,

.Pëtrçïes

Canadlan° Operatian

La.farge Canada Inc.
and Standard

ggre:gâtes: In E.

A]uminérie de
6ër-ancour,. ?nE: .
9ésarlcour smefter

P:echinéy World Tra.cEe
Càrkada,; (Inc.}

Total Ener'9107d
Corporation

LÙCation

plants across''Ganada

$ecani^ôurF Quebec.

P"rpduct

cement and tancr2te

products-

at.urninurn metal

gol4

Comment!;

Pethiney S.A. is awned

by the. French

governrrent: a

:candidaté for

przvatiza.ti6n .

A trader of ares,
mi'nera fs r nittal s. ar+d

chem#ca)s and .0 Horth

Aeaerican rnarke.ter and

distributor of inetals.,:

metal praducts, and

othi^r materïals.

J3^-own2d ^ubsidi^ry.Càs.siar, BrTt.TSh

Colurnbia

Fins9der,{Saciett AGI? Resoi+rces Ltd.. 4vatiush, Quebec

Fï.nanziaria Flco h7in9ng

Siderurgica}

i.rân :or.4^ Has an irnter.est in

kabush min^5'.



European C .pmpany

Hiatherlbods

Canadian 'Operation Roeatto n

Royal autch S-hell Canad j lirni,ted Calgary amd Gntafïk

Fetrdleirna . Cb . Bi1Ti tan grou p

~r~ws é~èst R~sourCe.s ~ritish Coiurnbiâ caaT

Lite B . C .

Product Eomments

üaited 1(ing~

Tfie 8ri-tish B.P . Re.sourcésCanada
Pétréleum p ..l .c . Limite,d

Les Mines Se1bP1e Sël. baie, Que bec", coppér, zinc BP i:s t4 operator :
{.55g} con Centra te

Hepe Brvok Gold inc . 'NewfouA la nd gril d BP isthe operator .
(75 :7% )

Mt . Milliga n ',{:30%j 6ri.tish Col.inntiia eopper-go.l,d 'Cantirrenta.7 Uold has a
70.,3 inte:re5t .

Texàdar Li me D peréti.on British Qolûmbia lime

-rai l~ Pord Jdj~t Newfo.undland cppper-zinc Noranda {awning 60% j

1'.entur2(~Oiâ~ is the.operatofl ,

BPB Industries pTc 41es.troc Industries Plants acrass Canada gYPsum wall board

Ltd .

v



Johnsen Na tt hey 
Electronics 

Trai 1 . 
Britisb Col Umbi a 

E u eo p ea n Company 

United K 1 %dam (continued) 

Central El ectri city 
Gene rat i ng, Board 

F 1 sons PLC 

Imper I al Chemic / 
Industries   PLC 

Johnson Matt hey 
Publ it:Limlied 
Cepa fly 

Cana. di an Operati ph 

Kiggavik project 

Fisens Western 

CurPoratinn 

C-I-L Inc. 

Johnson Mat -they 
Limite 

LOcati on 

N Sas ka tchewan 

Alberta.  Man toba 
New Brunswick 

Toronto Ontario.  

ictori 
brttish  Columbia  

PreduCt 

.0 rani um 

peat moss 

sul phuri c acid .  
sifl Phur 

electronic mate-rial s 

Comments 

lias 	20% i nterest 
See afio entry  for 
Vest  GerînanY: 
Uringesel 1 siche ft mtdi 

Units for sa 	i1  

A cOui re the CoillinCo 
Electronic Materia 1 s 
unit of Ceri mco . Ltd.. 
by early I989„ 

Minworth MI neral s 

Pi l ki ng to n• Bros .. 

The RIZ  Corpora ti on 
PLC 

N1oundlar14 Fl uorspar 

Clifton Industries 

'Rio Algom Limited 
52.3%) 

St. Lawrence, 

Newfoundl and 

King ston Ontari D. 

E71 ot  Lake  Ontario 

f lu orspa r 

ceramic tfl es: 

urani  uni  Rio, Al gum operates 
three , 100%-whol 1 y-
owned uranium 

production centres at 
Ei i ot Lake,  Ontario.  
Al sû proLiuCes  tin  at 
East KemPtVi 1 1 é 
Nova -Scotia . 



European Company

Uai#ed ECin9dw (contznned)

Steeti2y PLC

&5t il2rmny

Cânadian Operat.i.an Lcfcatiora Product

QIT Fer et Titane Inc.. So.re1, Quebèc ilrnenite, pig iran,

titanium stâg

Comnents

st".tléy Ihdustries Uumdas, Ontario. lime and "Da3ime" National 5iag Limited,

L imT.ted H en iTton..

K. ali und Satr AG Potash Company of Denison-fictacan mine, potash Enxrapr:ise hlini^re ^-ht

'Canada Limlted Sussex, New Brunswick ChimiqUe.(Francë) has

{Potacari) {54the dttier SC%,of
Potac^n:, PuUcan Fias

a 4.0% intere5.t in the
Denisnn-Patacari rrt1nt,

aperâ.ted by üenisan

M9ne3.

1^



Toronto 1. Owns 20. 5 % voting 
and 1 .0A% equity 
Interest in Teck 
Corporation - .and 
therefdre 
iniérest in 

Miel1and' 1411ey 
14pper. 

2. ewps : 2 5% interest 
Teck 5014) in 

Honachiaq 
which owns-29.9e 
inteest-in 
Correico Ltd. 

Metall Mining 

COrpoution (6.2.7%) 

'copper 

Silicc;n Carbide 

EuroMn ÇàPanï CWnàOi‘n OPeratlen Location 	 Préduct 	 Comeents 

West Germaly (continued) 

metailgeellschaft Metallgeellschaft 
Canada Ltd. 

Afton mineA16.710.  

Addeotsche - 	 Electry- 	 BeauharnoiSi Qùetet 
Kalkstickstoff- 	 metallurgy Canada Ltd-. 

Jerke G.  

Uranerzbergbaji aptdi Uranerr ExpIofatton 
and Mining Lted 
(100%) 

ÉagTe Paint North" 	 i....Sasketéhewan 	 uranium 	 Uranerz Eploration 

ilOject 	 «nd Mining Ms El 

n 173i interest. 



Eurao-p e a n Compan y

ve51k ~erR~s~

Canad.lan Operatlon Lwation

Key Laka Miniag Corp : R. Saskatchewan uranium
(33 .33x)

protluct C~ïnine ri t s

Midwest project N . Saskatc,hewarn uranlub Uraner± Expltiratïc n

'Star Lake mirrë (15%) M .E .. of La Mnge , gold
5ask .

V ranges el 1sc#raft fEranges el 15c haît
mbH Cartad i~ Ltd . (ICO%)

and P1irifn.g hàs a 209G

Tntere5t .

K-igg -Dvïk projeet Baker Lake, N .W .T . Lm ranl:urr ffl irrterest . Sée
alsb ein.try for Ur.sted

Kingdoi n : Centra l
EZ eCtri'c-i ty Gep.èr~ti dg
~dard .

ESI ksources (49%) Càlgary, Alberta u rani~r



f J 1 l V d(^ ÏNÀN R ÎÏI Î n1
A
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